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Abstract
We prove the existence of sectors of minimal growth for general closed extensions of elliptic cone oper-
ators under natural ellipticity conditions. This is achieved by the construction of a suitable parametrix and
reduction to the boundary. Special attention is devoted to the clarification of the analytic structure of the
resolvent.
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1. Introduction
Motivated by Seeley’s seminal work [18], and with the same intentions, the purpose of this
paper is, first, to prove the existence of sectors of minimal growth for general closed extensions of
elliptic cone differential operators under suitable ray conditions on the symbols of the operator;
and second, to describe the structure of the resolvent as a pseudodifferential operator.
Previous relevant investigations in this direction assume that the coefficients are constant near
the boundary, cf. [2,13,14], or the technically convenient but rather restrictive dilation invariance
of the domain, cf. [1,3,9,10,14]. Some of these works deal with special classes of operators such
as Laplacians. In the general setting followed in this paper, the interactions of lower order terms
in the Taylor expansion of the coefficients of the operators near the boundary lead to a domain
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the constant coefficients case. Thus the investigation of the general case entails the development
of new techniques.
Let M be a smooth compact n-manifold with boundary. Recall that a cone differential operator
is a linear differential operator with smooth coefficients in the interior of M which locally near
the boundary and in terms of coordinates x, y1, . . . , yn−1 with x = 0 on ∂M , is of the form
x−m
∑
k+|α|m
akα(x, y)D
α
y (xDx)
k
with akα smooth up to the boundary and m a positive integer. Such an operator is called c-elliptic
if it is elliptic in the interior in the usual sense, and near the boundary, if written as above, then
∑
k+|α|=m
akα(x, y)η
αξk
is an elliptic symbol up to {x = 0}. Fix some smooth defining function x for ∂M with x > 0 in
the interior ˚M of M and denote by x−m Diffmb (M;E) the space of cone operators of order at
most m acting on sections of a Hermitian vector bundle E → M .
Cone differential operators arise when introducing polar coordinates around a point, and for
that reason they are of great interest in the study of operators on manifolds with conical sin-
gularities (cf. [8,16]). In this context it is natural to base the L2 theory of these operators, at
least initially, on a c-density on M , which is a measure of the form xnm where m is a smooth
b-density, that is, xm is a smooth everywhere positive density on M .
Let A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E), and write L2c(M;E) for the space L2(M,xnm;E). There are two
canonical closed extensions one can specify for the unbounded operator
A :C∞0 ( ˚M;E)⊂ L2c(M;E)→ L2c(M;E), (1.1)
namely the closure
A :Dmin ⊂ L2c(M;E)→ L2c(M;E) (1.2)
and
A :Dmax ⊂ L2c(M;E)→ L2c(M;E) (1.3)
with
Dmax =
{
u ∈ L2c(M;E): Au ∈ L2c(M;E)
}
.
Obviously, both Dmin and Dmax are complete in the graph norm,
‖u‖A = ‖u‖L2c + ‖Au‖L2c ,
and Dmin ⊂Dmax.
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and all closed extensions of (1.1) are Fredholm and have domain D such that Dmin ⊂D ⊂Dmax.
Moreover, if AD denotes the closed extension with domain D, then
ind(AD) = ind(ADmin)+ dim(D/Dmin), (1.4)
see Lesch [9] and Gil, Mendoza [4]. Thus, if ind(ADmin) is already positive, then there is no
extension of A with nonempty resolvent set. In fact, a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a closed extension AD of (1.1) with nonempty resolvent set is that for some λ ∈ C,
ADmin − λ is injective and ADmax − λ is surjective, see [7].
Given a closed extension AD , we will prove in Section 6 (see Theorem 6.9) that under natural
ellipticity conditions pertaining the symbol of A and the model operator A∧, cf. (2.6), there exists
a sector
Λ= {z ∈ C: z = reiθ , r  0, |θ − θ0| a}
of minimal growth, i.e.,
A− λ :D→ L2c(M;E)
is invertible for λ ∈Λ with |λ| large, and∥∥(AD − λ)−1∥∥(L2c (M;E)) =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞.
More precisely, we require that Λ is free of spectrum of the homogeneous principal c-symbol
cσ (A) of A on cT ∗M \ {0}, and that the model operator
A∧ − λ :D∧ → L2c
(
Y∧;π∗YE|Y
)
is invertible for large λ ∈ Λ with inverse bounded in the norm as |λ| → ∞, where Y∧ = R+ × Y
is the stretched model cone with boundary Y = ∂M , and D∧ is a domain for A∧ associated
with D in a natural way (see [7]).
The proof of this result relies on the construction of a parameter-dependent parametrix
B(λ) :L2c(M;E)→Dmin(A), (1.5)
which is a left-inverse for the operator ADmin − λ for large |λ|. Then, in order to deal with the
finite-dimensional contribution of the domain D beyond Dmin, we follow the idea of reduction
to the boundary motivated by the point of view that the choice of a domain corresponds to the
choice of a boundary condition for the operator A.
More precisely, we add a suitable operator family K(λ) to ADmin − λ such that
(
ADmin − λ K(λ)
)
:
Dmin(A)
⊕
C
d ′′
→ L2c(M;E) (1.6)
is invertible for large |λ|, and consider (1.6) a “Dirichlet problem” for the operator A − λ. Fol-
lowing Schulze’s viewpoint from the pseudodifferential edge-calculus [15,16] we invert (1.6) in
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We then multiply the inverse
(
B(λ)
T (λ)
)
from the left to the operator AD − λ, reducing the problem
of inverting AD − λ to the simpler problem of inverting the operator family
F(λ) = T (λ)(A− λ) :D/Dmin → Cd ′′ . (1.7)
The operator F(λ) can be interpreted as the reduction to the boundary of A−λ under the bound-
ary condition D by (1.6), and it plays a similar role as, e.g., the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in
classical boundary value problems.
We prove that the resolvent can be written as
(AD − λ)−1 = B(λ)+ (AD − λ)−1Π(λ)
with B(λ) from (1.5) and a finite-dimensional smoothing pseudodifferential projection Π(λ)
onto a complement of the range of ADmin − λ in L2c(M;E). The operators B(λ) and Π(λ) have
complete asymptotic expansions as |λ| → ∞ into homogeneous components in the interior and
κ-homogeneous operator-valued components near the boundary, respectively, cf. Definition 2.9.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic facts about cone operators
and their symbols. Section 3 is devoted to closed extensions in L2 and in higher order Sobolev
spaces. Section 4 concerns some relations between A and its symbols regarding the discreteness
of the spectrum and the existence of sectors of minimal growth. In Section 5 we perform the con-
struction of the parametrix (1.5) and establish the “Dirichlet problem” (1.6). Finally, in Section 6,
we prove the results about the existence and norm estimates of the resolvent by investigating the
operator (1.7).
2. Preliminaries
Let M be a smooth compact n-manifold with boundary and fix a defining function x for ∂M
with x > 0 in ˚M . Let E → M be a complex vector bundle and let Diffm(M;E) be the space
of differential operators on C∞(M;E) of order m. By Diffmb (M;E) we denote the subspace of
totally characteristic operators of order m [11,12].
The elements of x−m Diffmb (M;E), that is, differential operators of the form A= x−mP with
P ∈ Diffmb (M;E), are the differential cone operators of order m.
According to [7] we associate with A an invariantly defined c-symbol
cσ (A) ∈ C∞(cT ∗M\0;End(cπ∗E))
on the c-cotangent bundle cT ∗M → M , where cπ : cT ∗M → M is the canonical projection map.
Recall that cT ∗M is the smooth vector bundle over M whose space of smooth sections is
C∞cn (M;T ∗M) =
{
η ∈ C∞(M,T ∗M): ι∗η = 0},
the space of 1-forms on M which are, over ∂M , sections of the conormal bundle of ∂M in M .
Here ι : ∂M → M denotes the inclusion map.
Let x−1 : cT ∗M → bT ∗M be the natural isomorphism that is induced by the defining func-
tion x. Then the c-symbol of A and the b-symbol of xmA are related as
cσ (A)(η) = bσ (xmA)(x−1(η)).
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cσ (A) ∈ C∞(cT ∗M\0;End(cπ∗E))
is an isomorphism. The family λ → A− λ is called c-elliptic with parameter in a set Λ⊂ C if
cσ (A)− λ ∈ C∞((cT ∗M ×Λ)\0;End(cπ∗ΛE))
is an isomorphism. Here cπΛ : (cT ∗M ×Λ)\0 → M is the canonical map.
Let E → M be Hermitian, and m be a positive b-density. Recall that the Hilbert space
L2b(M;E) is the L2 space of sections of E with respect to the Hermitian form on E and the
density m. Thus the inner product is
(u, v)L2b
=
∫
(u, v)Em if u,v ∈ L2b(M;E).
For a nonnegative integer s the Sobolev space Hsb (M;E) is defined as
Hsb (M;E)=
{
u ∈ L2b(M;E): Pu ∈ L2b(M;E) ∀P ∈ Diff sb (M;E)
}
.
The spaces Hsb (M;E) for general s ∈ R are defined by interpolation and duality, and we set
H∞b (M;E)=
⋂
s
H sb (M;E), H−∞b (M;E)=
⋃
s
H sb (M;E).
The weighted spaces
xμHsb (M;E)=
{
xμu: u ∈ Hsb (M;E)
}
are topologized so that Hsb (M;E)  u → xμu ∈ xμHsb (M;E) is an isomorphism. In the case of
s = 0 one has
xμH 0b (M;E)= xμL2b(M;E)= L2
(
M,x−2μm;E),
and the Sobolev space based on L2(M,x−2μm;E) and Diff sb (M;E) is isomorphic to
xμHsb (M;E).
To define a Mellin transform consistent with the density m, pick a collar neighborhood UY ∼=
Y × [0,1) of the boundary Y = ∂M in M , and a defining function x :M → R such that
m= dx
x
⊗ π∗YmY in UY (2.2)
for some smooth density mY on Y , where πY :Y × [0,1) → Y is the projection. Let ∂x be the
vector field tangent to the fibers of UY → Y such that ∂xx = 1.
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Also fix a Hermitian connection ∇ on E. The Mellin transform of an element u ∈ C∞0 ( ˚M;E) is
defined to be the entire function uˆ :C → C∞(Y ;E|Y ) such that for any v ∈ C∞(Y ;E|Y )(
x−iσ ωu,π∗Y v
)
L2b(M;E) =
(
uˆ(σ ), v
)
L2(Y ;E|Y ).
By π∗Y v we mean the section of E over UY obtained by parallel transport of v along the fibers
of πY . The Mellin transform thus defined extends to the spaces xμHsb (M;E) so as to give holo-
morphic functions on {σ : σ > −μ} with values in Hs(Y ;E|Y ). As is well known, the Mellin
transform extends to the spaces xμL2b(M;E) in such a way that if u ∈ xμL2b(M;E) then uˆ(σ ) is
holomorphic in {σ >−μ} and belongs to L2({σ = −μ} × Y) with respect to dσ ⊗mY .
Let A= x−mP with P ∈ Diffmb (M;E), and let
C  σ → Pˆ (σ ) ∈ Diffm(Y ;E|Y ) (2.3)
be the conormal symbol of P . Recall that Pˆ (σ ) is elliptic for every σ ∈ C if A is c-elliptic. The
boundary spectrum of A is
specb(A) =
{
σ ∈ C: Pˆ (σ ) is not invertible},
which is discrete if A is c-elliptic, and the conormal symbol of A is defined to be that of the
operator P .
Near Y one can write
P =
m∑
=0
P ′ ◦ (∇xDx ),
where the P ′ are differential operators of order m−  (defined on UY ) such that for any smooth
function φ(x) and section u of E over UY , P ′(φ(x)u) = φ(x)P ′(u), in other words, of order
zero in ∇xDx .
Definition 2.4. P is said to have coefficients independent of x near Y , or simply constant coeffi-
cients near the boundary, if
∇x∂xP (u) = P(∇x∂x u)
for any smooth section u of E supported in UY . Correspondingly, A is said to have coefficients
independent of x near Y if this holds for P .
For P ∈ Diffmb (M;E) and any N ∈ N there are operators Pk , P˜N ∈ Diffmb (M;E) such that
P =
N−1∑
k=0
Pkx
k + xNP˜N , (2.5)
where each Pk has coefficients independent of x near Y . If Pk has coefficients independent of x
near Y , then so does its formal adjoint P .k
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A∧ = x−mP0, (2.6)
where P0 ∈ Diffmb (Y∧;E) is the constant term in the expansion (2.5) and has therefore coeffi-
cients independent of x.
For  > 0 we consider the normalized dilation group action from sections of E to sections
of E on ˚Y∧ defined by
(κu)(x, y) = m/2u(x, y). (2.7)
The normalizing factor m/2 in the definition of κ is added only because it makes
κ :x
−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)→ x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E)
an isometry, where the measure on L2b refers to the b-density m= dxx ⊗mY on Y∧.
Let A denote the formal adjoint of A acting on x−m/2L2b(M;E). Then
(A∧) = (A)∧.
The family λ → A∧ − λ satisfies the homogeneity relation
A∧ − mλ= mκ(A∧ − λ)κ−1 for every  > 0. (2.8)
Definition 2.9. A family of operators A(λ) acting on a κ-invariant space of distributions on Y∧
will be called κ-homogeneous of degree ν if
A
(
mλ
)= νκA(λ)κ−1
for every  > 0.
This notion of homogeneity is systematically used in Schulze’s edge-calculus.
On Y∧ it is convenient to introduce weighted Sobolev spaces with a particular structure at
infinity consistent with the structure of the operators involved. Let ω ∈ C∞0 (R) be a nonneg-
ative function with ω(r) = 1 near r = 0. We follow Schulze (cf. [15]) and consider the space
Hscone(Y
∧;E) consisting of distributions u such that given any coordinate patch Ω on Y diffeo-
morphic to an open subset of the sphere Sn−1, and given any function ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Ω), we have
(1 −ω)ϕu ∈Hs(Rn;E) where R+ × Sn−1 is identified with Rn \ {0} via polar coordinates.
For s,α ∈ R we define Ks,α(Y∧;E) as the space of distributions u such that
ωu ∈ xαHsb
(
Y∧;E) and (1 −ω)u ∈ x(n−m)/2Hscone(Y∧;E)
for any cut-off function ω. Note that H 0cone(Y∧;E)= x−n/2L2b(Y∧;E).
It turns out that C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E) is dense in Ks,α(Y∧;E), and
A∧ :Ks,α
(
Y∧;E)→Ks−m,α−m(Y∧;E) (2.10)
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phisms on Ks,α for every s,α ∈ R. As pointed out before, κ defines an isometry on the space
K0,−m/2(Y∧;E)= x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E),
which we will take as our reference Hilbert space on Y∧.
3. Closed extensions
If A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E), then for any s and μ,
A :xμHsb (M;E)→ xμ−mHs−mb (M;E)
is continuous. In order not to deal with the index μ, we normalize in such a way that if our
original interests are in xμL2b(M;E), then we work with the operator x−μ−m/2Axμ+m/2 ∈
x−m Diffmb (M;E) and base all the analysis on x−m/2L2b(M;E). The latter operator has the same
c-symbol as A, so it is c-elliptic if and only if A is so, and it has the same spectral properties.
This said, we assume that μ= −m/2.
The closed extensions of elliptic cone operators on x−m/2L2b(M;E) have been studied by
Lesch [9] and by two of the authors of the present work in [4], among others. It is important
for our purposes to admit arbitrary regularity. In analogy with the x−m/2L2b-case, two canonical
closed extensions of the operator
A :C∞0 ( ˚M;E)⊂ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E) (3.1)
are singled out. Its closure
A :Dsmin(A) ⊂ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E), (3.2)
and
A :Dsmax(A) ⊂ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E) (3.3)
with
Dsmax(A) =
{
u ∈ x−m/2Hsb (M;E): Au ∈ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
}
.
Both Dsmin(A) and Dsmax(A) are complete in the graph norm
‖u‖A,s = ‖u‖x−m/2Hsb + ‖Au‖x−m/2Hsb , (3.4)
and Dsmin(A) ⊂Dsmax(A). Clearly, for any closed extension
A :D ⊂ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
of (3.1) we have Dsmin(A) ⊂ D ⊂ Dsmax(A), and D is closed (with respect to the graph norm
of A). These facts do not involve c-ellipticity.
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from the context. The operator A with domain D will be denoted by AD .
The proof of the following proposition characterizing Dsmin, when A is c-elliptic and s is
arbitrary, is a small variation of the characterization of D0min as given in Gil, Mendoza [4].
Proposition 3.5. Let A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E) be c-elliptic. Then
(i) Dsmin =Dsmax ∩ (
⋂
ε>0 x
m/2−εH s+mb (M;E));
(ii) Dsmin = xm/2Hs+mb (M;E) if and only if specb(A)∩ {σ = −m/2} = ∅.
The following theorem is also a straightforward generalization of the corresponding results
for the case s = 0, cf. Lesch [9], Gil, Mendoza [4].
Theorem 3.6. Let A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E) be c-elliptic.
(i) The closed extensions ADsmin and ADsmax of (3.1) are both Fredholm. Thus the spaceDsmax/Dsmin is finite-dimensional.
(ii) There is a one to one correspondence between the domains D of the closed extensions
of (3.1) and the subspaces of Dsmax/Dsmin.
(iii) For any sufficiently small ε > 0, the embeddings
xm/2Hs+mb (M;E) ↪→D ↪→ x−m/2+εH s+mb (M;E)
are continuous.
(iv) For anyD withDsmin ⊂D ⊂Dsmax, the operator A :D→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E) is Fredholm with
index
indAD = indADsmin + dimD/Dsmin. (3.7)
Assuming that A is c-elliptic, the space Dsmax/Dsmin can be identified with a (finite-
dimensional) subspace E smax ⊂ Dsmax complementary to Dsmin. Thus, the domains of the var-
ious extensions of A based on x−m/2Hsb (M;E) are of the form Dsmin ⊕ E with E ⊂ E smax.
In fact, the complementary space can be chosen to be independent of s, a subspace Emax of
x−m/2H∞b (M;E),
Dsmax =Dsmin ⊕ Emax ∀s ∈ R.
A possible choice for Emax is the orthogonal complement of D0min(A) in D0max(A) with respect
to the inner product
(u, v)A = (u, v)x−m/2L2b + (Au,Av)x−m/2L2b , (3.8)
in other words, Emax = ker(AA+ I )∩D0max. Another way to describe the complementary space
is by means of singular functions, see also Section 6.
Granted this, one can then speak of the “same” extension of A for different s; namely, if
E ⊂ Emax, let the extension of A based on x−m/2Hsb (M;E) have domain
Ds =Dsmin ⊕ E . (3.9)
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indADs = indADsmin + dimE .
The index of ADsmin is, in fact, independent of s. To see this, we first observe that the kernel of A
in x−m/2H−∞b (M;E) is contained in x−m/2H∞b (M;E) and is therefore finite-dimensional and
contained in each space x−m/2Hsb (M;E). Next, using the nonsingular sesquilinear pairing
x−m/2Hsb (M;E)× x−m/2H−sb (M;E)  (u, v) → (u, v)x−m/2L2b ∈ C,
we see that the annihilator of the range of ADsmin is the kernel K
s of the formal adjoint A of
A acting on x−m/2H−sb (M;E). Since A is also c-elliptic, its kernel in x−m/2H−∞b (M;E) is a
finite-dimensional subspace of x−m/2H∞b (M;E). Thus Ks is independent of s. Since the range
of ADsmin is closed, this range is the annihilator in x
−m/2Hs(M;E) of Ks , so its codimension is
independent of s. Hence indADsmin is independent of s. Thus:
Proposition 3.10. Let E ⊂ Emax and define Ds as in (3.9). The index of
A :Ds ⊂ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E) (3.11)
is independent of s.
Let P = xmA, an operator in Diffmb (M;E), and let λ ∈ C. Since A − λ = x−m(P − λxm) ∈
x−m Diffmb (M;E), [4, Proposition 4.1] gives that the minimal and maximal domains of A − λ
are those of A. Since A− λ ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E) is c-elliptic if A is c-elliptic, also the kernel of
A− λ :Ds ⊂ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
is independent of s if Ds is the domain in (3.9). Thus:
Proposition 3.12. The spectrum of (3.11) is independent of s.
Sometimes it is useful to approximate a c-elliptic operator A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E) by operators
having coefficients independent of x near the boundary Y of M , see Definition 2.4. A simple and
efficient approximation of A can be obtained as follows.
Let UY be a collar neighborhood of Y . For small τ > 0 let
ωτ (x) = ω(x/τ),
where ω ∈ C∞0 (R+) is a cut-off function with ω = 1 near 0. Given A let
Aτ = ωτA∧ + (1 −ωτ )A. (3.13)
For small enough τ > 0 the operator Aτ is well defined, c-elliptic, and has the same conor-
mal symbol and therefore the same boundary spectrum as A. Thus Dmin(Aτ ) = Dmin(A). The
following lemma was given in [6]. Related results can also be found in [9, Section 1.3].
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Proof. Since A is c-elliptic, there is a bounded parametrix B :xγHsb → xγ+mHs+mb such that
R = I −BA :xγHsb → xγH∞b
is bounded for all s and γ . Write A = x−mP and expand P = P0 + xP˜1 as in (2.5). Then
x−mP0 =A∧, and with A˜= x−mP˜1 we get
A−Aτ = xωτ A˜= xωτ A˜BA+ xωτ A˜R = τ ω˜τ A˜BA+ xωτ A˜R,
where ω˜τ (x) = (x/τ)ω(x/τ). Now, A˜B :x−m/2L2b → x−m/2L2b is bounded, so if u ∈Dmin(A),
then
‖τ ω˜τ A˜BAu‖x−m/2L2b  cτ‖Au‖x−m/2L2b  cτ‖u‖A.
Let 0 < α  1 and write xωτ A˜R = τ 1−α( xτ )1−αωτ xαA˜R. The operator
xαA˜R :xm/2−αL2b → x−m/2L2b
and the embedding (Dmin(A),‖ · ‖A) ↪→ xm/2−αL2b are both continuous, so
‖xωτ A˜Ru‖x−m/2L2b  c˜τ
1−α‖u‖xm/2−αL2b  cτ
1−α‖u‖A.
Altogether,
∥∥(A−Aτ )u∥∥x−m/2L2b  C τ 1−α‖u‖A (3.15)
and thus Aτ → A as τ → 0. 
In a similar way it can be shown that, for the formal adjoints, we also have the convergence
Aτ → A as τ → 0.
An immediate consequence of this lemma is the following result originally given in [9, Sec-
tion 1.3].
Corollary 3.16. For A and Aτ as above, τ sufficiently small, we have
dimDmax(A)/Dmin(A) = dimDmax(Aτ )/Dmin(Aτ ).
Proof. We use the relative index formula (3.7) to obtain
indAτ,Dmax = indAτ,Dmin + dimDmax(Aτ )/Dmin(Aτ ),
indADmax = indADmin + dimDmax(A)/Dmin(A).
12 J.B. Gil et al. / Journal of Functional Analysis 241 (2006) 1–55By construction, indAτ,Dmin = indADmin and similarly indAτ,Dmin = indADmin for τ sufficiently
small. This implies indAτ,Dmax = indADmax since Aτ,Dmin and ADmin are the Hilbert space ad-joints of Aτ,Dmax and ADmax , respectively. In conclusion, the quotient spaces must have the same
dimension. 
Similarly to the above, we consider extensions of the model operator
A∧ :C∞0
(
˚Y∧;E)⊂ x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E)→ x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E).
Let D∧,min =Dmin(A∧) be the completion of C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E) with respect to the norm induced by
the inner product
(u, v)A∧ = (u, v)x−m/2L2b + (A∧u,A∧v)x−m/2L2b , (3.17)
and let
D∧,max =Dmax(A∧)=
{
u ∈ x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E): A∧u ∈ x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E)}.
Then
A∧ :D∧,max ⊂ x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)→ x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E)
is closed and densely defined, and D∧,min ⊂D∧,max. We have proved in [7] that
(1 −ω)D∧,max = (1 −ω)D∧,min = (1 −ω)Km,m/2
(
Y∧;E)
for all cut-off functions ω ∈ C∞0 (R+) near zero, i.e., ω = 1 in a neighborhood of zero and ω = 0
near infinity.
Consequently, near infinity all domains D∧,min ⊂ D∧ ⊂ D∧,max of A∧ coincide with
x(n−m)/2Hmcone(Y∧;E). On the other hand, near the boundary, the closed extensions of A∧ are
determined by its boundary spectrum which is the same as the boundary spectrum of A. For
this reason, many of the results concerning the closed extensions of A find their analogs in the
situation at hand. In fact, using an approximation Aτ as in (3.13) with τ small, one can eas-
ily describe the minimal and maximal extensions of A∧ on Y∧ in terms of those of Aτ on the
manifold M . For instance, u ∈ Dmax(A∧) if and only if (1 − ω)u ∈ x(n−m)/2Hmcone(Y∧;E) and
ωu ∈ Dmax(Aτ ) for some cut-off function ω with small support and such that ω = 1 near the
boundary.
In particular, we have the embeddings
Km,m/2(Y∧;E) ↪→Dmin(A∧) ↪→Dmax(A∧) ↪→Km,−m/2+ε(Y∧;E)
for some small ε > 0.
Because of (2.8) (with λ= 0), both Dmin(A∧) and Dmax(A∧) are κ-invariant.
By the previous discussion, the following proposition is a direct consequence of Proposi-
tion 3.5 and Corollary 3.16.
Proposition 3.18. Let A ∈ x−m Diffm(M;E) be c-elliptic. Thenb
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(ii) D∧,min =Km,m/2(Y∧;E) if and only if specb(A)∩ {σ = −m/2} = ∅;
(iii) dimD∧,max/D∧,min = dimDmax(A)/Dmin(A).
Finally, we define the background spectrum of A∧ as
bg-specA∧ =
{
λ ∈ C: A∧,D∧,min − λ is not injective, or A∧,D∧,max − λ is not surjective
}
.
The complement bg-resA∧ = C \ bg-specA∧ is the background resolvent set.
4. Ray conditions
The following theorem establishes the necessity of ray conditions on the symbols of A in
order to have rays of minimal growth for A on some domain D.
Theorem 4.1. Let A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E) be c-elliptic. Suppose that there is a domain D, a ray
Γ = {z ∈ C: z = reiθ0 for r > 0},
and a number R > 0 such that A − λ :D → x−m/2L2b(M;E) is invertible for all λ ∈ Γ with|λ|>R. Suppose further that for such λ, the resolvent
(AD − λ)−1 :x−m/2L2b(M;E)→D
is uniformly bounded in λ. Then
bg-specA∧ ∩ Γ = ∅ and spec
(
cσ (A)
)∩ Γ¯ = ∅ on cT ∗M\0. (4.2)
Proof. The hypotheses imply that A − λ :Dmin(A) → x−m/2L2b(M;E) is injective for λ ∈ Γ
and that, in fact, if u ∈Dmin(A), then∥∥(A− λ)u∥∥ C‖u‖A (4.3)
for some constant C > 0. Here ‖ · ‖ denotes the norm in x−m/2L2b and ‖ · ‖A is the graph norm.
We first prove that
A∧ − λ :Dmin(A∧) → x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E) is injective.
Note that Dmin(A∧) and Dmax(A∧) are invariant under the dilation κ . If v ∈ C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E), then
for  > 0 small, κ−1 v ∈ Dmin(A∧) is supported near Y , the boundary of Y∧, and gives an ele-
ment κ−1 v of Dmin(A). We have∥∥(mκAκ−1 − λ)v∥∥= m∥∥κ(A− −mλ)κ−1 v∥∥= m∥∥(A− −mλ)κ−1 v∥∥
because κ is an isometry. Next, if A− λ is injective, then obviously so is A− −mλ for   1,
and by (4.3),
m
∥∥(A− −mλ)κ−1 v∥∥ Cm∥∥κ−1 v∥∥ .A
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m
∥∥κ−1 v∥∥A = m∥∥κ−1 v∥∥+ m∥∥Aκ−1 v∥∥= m‖v‖ + ∥∥mκAκ−1 v∥∥
using again that κ is an isometry. Thus∥∥(mκAκ−1 − λ)v∥∥ C(m‖v‖ + ∥∥mκAκ−1 v∥∥)
for some C > 0 and all small . In view of the definition of A∧, taking the limit as  → 0 we
arrive at ∥∥(A∧ − λ)v∥∥C‖A∧v‖ (4.4)
for all v ∈ C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E). Now, for v ∈Dmin(A∧) there is a sequence {vk} ⊂ C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E) such that
vk → v and A∧vk → A∧v in x−m/2L2b as k → ∞, so (A∧ − λ)vk → (A∧ − λ)v in x−m/2L2b .
Thus, since (4.4) holds for the vk , it holds for any v ∈Dmin(A∧).
The estimate (4.4) implies the injectivity of A∧ − λ on Dmin(A∧) for λ = 0. Indeed, if
(A∧ − λ)v = 0, then A∧v = 0, so λv = 0. Thus v = 0 since λ = 0.
The surjectivity of A∧ − λ :Dmax(A∧) → x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E) follows from the injectivity of
A∧ − λ¯ :Dmin(A∧) → x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E). The latter is a consequence of the injectivity of A − λ¯
on Dmin(A) for λ ∈ Γ and the above argument. This proves the first assertion in (4.2).
We now prove the second assertion. Since A is c-elliptic, A∧ is elliptic in the usual sense in
the interior of Y∧. So the usual elliptic a priori estimate holds in compact subsets of ˚Y∧. Thus
there is a constant C > 0 such that
‖v‖Km,m/2  C
(‖A∧v‖ + ‖v‖)
for v ∈Km,m/2(Y∧;E), suppv ⊂ {1 x  2} × Y . The inequality (4.4) now gives
‖v‖Km,m/2 C
(∥∥(A∧ − λ)v∥∥+ ‖v‖) (4.5)
for v ∈Km,m/2(Y∧;E), suppv ⊂ {1 x  2} × Y , with some C independent of λ. By standard
arguments (see, e.g., Seeley [19]) this gives that σ (A∧) − λ is invertible for λ ∈ Γ when 1 
x  2. But
σ (A∧)(x, y; ξ, η)− λ= x−m
(
cσ (A∧)(y;xξ, η)− xmλ
)
.
In this formula we made use of the fact that the c-symbol of A∧ is independent of x. Replacing
xξ by ξ and xmλ by λ, and using that cσ (A∧) = cσ (A)|Y we reach the conclusion that
cσ (A)− λ
is invertible over Y , and therefore over a neighborhood of Y in M , when λ ∈ Γ . The hypothesis
on A also implies estimates like (4.5) for A on compact subsets of the interior of M . Thus also
σ (A) − λ is invertible over compact subsets of the interior of M when λ ∈ Γ . This gives the
second statement in (4.2). 
The following is a partial converse of Theorem 4.1.
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main D such that specAD is discrete.
Proof. We will use the parametrix from Section 5 to prove the statement. First of all, the
compactness of M and the spectral condition on the symbol cσ (A) imply that there exists
some closed sector Λ with Γ ⊂ ˚Λ such that spec(cσ (A)) ∩ Λ = ∅ on cT ∗M\0. Consequently,
A − λ is c-elliptic with parameter λ ∈ Λ, cf. Definition 2.1. We choose Λ in such a way that
Λ \ {0} ⊂ bg-resA∧ also holds; this is possible because bg-resA∧ is a union of open sectors, see
[7]. Then, for λ ∈Λ \ {0}, we also have that A∧ − λ :Dmin(A∧) → x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E) is injective
and therefore, by Theorem 5.29,
A− λ :Dmin(A) → x−m/2L2b(M;E)
is injective for λ sufficiently large.
On the other hand, the surjectivity of A∧ − λ :Dmax(A∧) → x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E) implies the
injectivity of A∧ − λ¯ on Dmin(A∧). Since A − λ¯ is also c-elliptic with parameter λ¯ in the
complex conjugate of Λ, we can use Theorem 5.29 with A instead of A to conclude that
A − λ¯ :Dmin(A) → x−m/2L2b(M;E) is injective for λ¯ sufficiently large. Thus, for such λ, we
get the surjectivity of
A− λ :Dmax(A) → x−m/2L2b(M;E).
In conclusion, for λ large, A− λ is injective on Dmin and surjective on Dmax, hence there exists
a domain D such that
AD − λ :D→ x−m/2L2b(M;E)
is invertible. Thus specAD = C, so it must be discrete. 
Observe that for λ ∈ Γ , |λ| >R > 0, the norm ‖(AD − λ)−1‖(x−m/2L2b(M;E),D) is uniformly
bounded if and only if∥∥(AD − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b(M;E)) =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞.
Stronger and more precise statements about resolvents of elliptic cone operators will be given in
Section 6.
5. Parametrix construction
In this section we assume Λ to be a closed sector in C of the form
Λ= {z ∈ C: z = reiθ for r  0, θ ∈ R, |θ − θ0| a}
for some real θ0 and a > 0. We assume that A− λ is c-elliptic with parameter λ ∈ Λ according
to Definition 2.1, and that
A∧ − λ :Dmin(A∧)→ x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E) is injective if λ ∈ Λ \ {0}. (5.1)
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A− λ :Dmin(A) → x−m/2L2b(M;E) (5.2)
by means of three crucial steps that we proceed to outline.
Step 1. The first step is concerned with the construction of a pseudodifferential parametrix B1(λ)
of A − λ :C∞0 ( ˚M;E) → C∞0 ( ˚M;E) taking care of the degeneracy of the complete symbol of
A − λ near the boundary of M . The parametrix B1(λ) is constructed within a corresponding
(sub)calculus of parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operators that are built upon degenerate
symbols.
Step 2. In the second step the parametrix B1(λ) is refined to a parametrix
B2(λ) :x
−m/2L2b(M;E)→Dmin(A)
which is continuous and pointwise a Fredholm inverse of A− λ. The remainders
B2(λ)(A− λ)− 1 :Dmin(A) →Dmin(A), (5.3)
(A− λ)B2(λ)− 1 :x−m/2L2b(M;E)→ x−m/2L2b(M;E) (5.4)
are parameter-dependent smoothing pseudodifferential operators in
C∞0 ( ˚M;E)→ C∞( ˚M;E)
since B2(λ) is a refinement of B1(λ), but the operator norms in the spaces (5.3) and (5.4) are not
decreasing as |λ| → ∞.
Step 3. While in the first two steps we only make use of the c-ellipticity with parameter, we now
need the additional requirement that (5.1) holds. In view of the κ-homogeneity of A∧ − λ,
A∧ − mλ= mκ(A∧ − λ)κ−1 for λ = 0,  > 0,
we only need to require (5.1) for |λ| = 1. Recall that the minimal domain Dmin(A∧) is invariant
under the action of κ .
Under the additional assumption (5.1) we will refine B2(λ) to obtain a parameter-dependent
parametrix B(λ) such that
B(λ)(A− λ)− 1 :Dmin(A) →Dmin(A)
is compactly supported in λ ∈ Λ. In particular, for λ sufficiently large the operator family
A−λ :Dmin(A) → x−m/2L2b(M;E) is injective, and the parametrix B(λ) is a left-inverse. More-
over, for λ large, the smoothing remainder
Π(λ) = 1 − (A− λ)B(λ)
is a projection on x−m/2L2b(M;E) to a complement of the range of A − λ on Dmin(A), i.e.,
(A− λ)B(λ) is a projection onto rg(Amin − λ).
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edge-calculus, see, e.g., [16,17], and add extra conditions of trace and potential type within a
suitably defined class of Green remainders.
We now proceed to construct a suitable parametrix of A−λ as outlined above. The first step is
the parametrix construction in the interior of the manifold, assuming only that A− λ is c-elliptic
with parameter in a closed sector Λ⊂ C.
On M we fix a collar neighborhood diffeomorphic to [0,1) × Y , Y = ∂M , and consider
local coordinates of the form [0,1) × Ω ⊂ R+ × Rn−1 near the boundary, where Ω ⊂ Rn−1
corresponds to a chart on Y . Moreover, these coordinates are chosen in such a way that the
push-forward of the vector bundle E is trivial on [0,1)×Ω (e.g., choose Ω contractible).
In these coordinates the operator A− λ takes the form
A− λ= x−m
( ∑
k+|α|m
akα(x, y)D
α
y (xDx)
k − xmλ
)
, (5.5)
where the akα are smooth matrix-valued coefficients on [0,1) × Ω . The c-ellipticity with para-
meter of the family A − λ implies that, in the interior of M , it is elliptic with parameter in the
usual sense, and in local coordinates near the boundary,∑
k+|α|=m
akα(x, y)η
αξk − λ
is invertible for all (ξ, η,λ) ∈ (R × Rn−1 ×Λ) \ {0} and (x, y) ∈ [0,1)×Ω .
From Eq. (5.5) we deduce that the complete symbol of A − λ in (0,1) × Ω is of the form
x−ma(x, y, xξ, η, xmλ) for some parameter-dependent classical symbol a(x, y, ξ, η,λ) of or-
der m, and the c-ellipticity condition near the boundary is equivalent to the invertibility of
the principal component a(m)(x, y, ξ, η,λ) of a. These observations give rise to the class of
parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operators that we will consider below.
For the rest of this section we will work (without loss of generality) with scalar symbols; the
general case of matrix-valued symbols is straightforward.
Sometimes we will denote the variables in (0,1)×Ω by z = (x, y) and z′ = (x′, y′), and the
corresponding covariables in Rn by ζ = (ξ, η) ∈ R × Rn−1.
Definition 5.6. For μ ∈ R let Ψμ(Λ) denote the space of all pseudodifferential operators
A(λ) :C∞0
(
(0,1)×Ω)→ C∞((0,1)×Ω)
depending on the parameter λ ∈ Λ of the form
A(λ)u(z) = 1
(2π)n
∫ ∫
ei(z−z′)·ζ a˜(z, ζ, λ)u(z′) dz′ dζ +C(λ)u(z) (5.7)
for z, z′ ∈ (0,1) × Ω , ζ ∈ Rn, where the family C(λ) ∈ Ψ−∞(Λ) is a parameter-dependent
smoothing operator of the form
C(λ)u(z) =
∫
k(z, z′, λ)u(z′) dz′
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where the symbol a˜(z, ζ, λ) = a˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ) satisfies
a˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ)= x−μa(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ)
with a(x, y, ξ, η,λ) ∈ C∞([0,1) × Ω × R × Rn−1 × Λ) satisfying for all multi-indices α, β ,
and γ , the symbol estimates
∣∣∂α(x,y)∂β(ξ,η)∂γλ a(x, y, ξ, η,λ)∣∣=O((1 + |ξ | + |η| + |λ|1/d)μ−|β|−d|γ |)
as |(ξ, η,λ)| → ∞, locally uniformly for (x, y) ∈ [0,1) × Ω . Here d ∈ N is a fixed parameter
for the class Ψ∞(Λ) which refers to the anisotropy; in the case of the operator A − λ we have
d = m = ord(A). Moreover, the symbol a(x, y, ξ, η,λ) is assumed to be classical: it admits an
asymptotic expansion
a ∼
∞∑
j=0
χ(ξ, η,λ)a(μ−j)(x, y, ξ, η,λ), (5.8)
where χ ∈ C∞(R × Rn−1 × Λ) is a function such that χ = 0 near the origin and χ = 1 for
|(ξ, η,λ)| large, and the components a(μ−j)(x, y, ξ, η,λ) satisfy the homogeneity relation
a(μ−j)
(
x, y,ξ,η,dλ
)= μ−j a(μ−j)(x, y, ξ, η,λ)
for  > 0 and (ξ, η,λ) ∈ (R × Rn−1 × Λ) \ {0}. The parameter-dependent principal symbol
of A(λ) is then given by x−μa(μ)(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ).
Note that the symbol a(x, y, ξ, η,λ) is smooth in x up to x = 0.
Proposition 5.9. Let A(λ) ∈ Ψμ1(Λ) and B(λ) ∈ Ψμ2(Λ) with either A(λ) or B(λ) being prop-
erly supported, uniformly in λ ∈Λ. Then the composition
A(λ)B(λ) :C∞0
(
(0,1)×Ω)→ C∞((0,1)×Ω)
belongs to Ψμ1+μ2(Λ).
Proof. Let a˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ) and b˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ) be complete symbols associated with A(λ) and
B(λ) according to (5.7). Then the corresponding complete symbol of the composition has the
asymptotic expansion
∞∑
k+|α|=0
1
k!α!∂
k
ξ ∂
α
η a˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ)D
k
xD
α
y b˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ). (5.9a)
Now write
a˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ)= x−μ1a(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ),
b˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ)= x−μ2b(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ)
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∂kξ ∂
α
η a˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ)= x−μ1
(
∂kξ ∂
α
η a
)(
x, y, xξ, η, xdλ
)
xk.
Since (xDx)Dαy b˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ) equals
x−μ2
(
(iμ2 + xDx + ξDξ + dλ1Dλ1 + dλ2Dλ2)Dαy b
)(
x, y, xξ, η, xdλ
)
,
and since
xkDkx =
k∑
j=0
ckj (xDx)
j
with some universal constants ckj , we see that each term in the asymptotic expansion (5.9a) is of
the form
1
k!α!∂
k
ξ ∂
α
η a˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ)D
k
xD
α
y b˜(x, y, ξ, η,λ)= x−(μ1+μ2)pk,α
(
x, y, xξ, η, xdλ
)
with a parameter-dependent symbol pk,α of order μ1 +μ2 − k − |α| that satisfies the conditions
of Definition 5.6. In conclusion, if p is such that
p(x, y, ξ, η,λ)∼
∞∑
k+|α|=0
pk,α(x, y, ξ, η,λ),
then x−(μ1+μ2)p(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ) is a complete symbol of the composition A(λ)B(λ) and the
proposition follows. 
Definition 5.10. Let A(λ)∈ Ψμ(Λ) have principal symbol x−μa(μ)(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ). The fam-
ily A(λ) is said to be c-elliptic with parameter λ ∈ Λ if a(μ)(x, y, ξ, η,λ) is invertible for all
(x, y) ∈ [0,1)×Ω and (ξ, η,λ) ∈ (R × Rn−1 ×Λ) \ {0}.
Proposition 5.11. For A(λ) ∈ Ψμ(Λ) the following are equivalent:
(i) A(λ) is c-elliptic with parameter λ ∈Λ.
(ii) There exists a parametrix Q(λ) ∈ Ψ−μ(Λ), properly supported (uniformly in λ), such that
A(λ)Q(λ)− 1 and Q(λ)A(λ)− 1 both belong to Ψ−∞(Λ).
Proof. For the proof we need the auxiliary operator class Ψμ,0(Λ) = xμΨ μ(Λ). From the proof
of Proposition 5.9 it is easy to see that composition gives rise to a map
Ψμ1,0(Λ)×Ψμ2,0(Λ) → Ψμ1+μ2,0(Λ)
provided that one of the factors is properly supported (uniformly in λ). Actually, it is not nec-
essary to couple the weight factor and the order of the operators as it is done for the elements
of Ψμ(Λ).
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A(λ) is properly supported, uniformly in λ. Let Q′(λ) ∈ Ψ−μ(Λ) be properly supported with
complete symbol xμ(χ · a−1
(μ)
)(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ), where χ is as in (5.8). Thus A(λ)Q′(λ) − 1
and Q′(λ)A(λ) − 1 both belong to Ψ−1,0(Λ) and are properly supported, uniformly in λ. For
k ∈ N let rk(x, y, ξ, η,λ) be of order −k such that rk(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ) is a complete symbol of
(Q′(λ)A(λ)− 1)k ∈ Ψ−k,0(Λ). Let r(x, y, ξ, η,λ) be of order −1 such that
r(x, y, ξ, η,λ)∼
∞∑
k=1
(−1)krk(x, y, ξ, η,λ),
and let R′(λ) ∈ Ψ−1,0(Λ) be a properly supported operator having r(x, y, xξ, η, xdλ) as com-
plete symbol. Then
(
1 +R′(λ))Q′(λ)A(λ)− 1 ∈ ⋂
k∈N
Ψ−k,0(Λ) = Ψ−∞(Λ),
so (1 +R′(λ))Q′(λ) ∈ Ψ−μ(Λ) is a left parametrix of A(λ). In the same way we obtain a right
parametrix. The other direction of the proposition is immediate. 
We now pass to the collar neighborhood [0,1) × Y ⊂ M . The restriction of the bundle E to
[0,1) × Y is isomorphic to the pull-back of a bundle on Y . For simplicity, we also denote this
bundle by E. The sections of E over [0,1)× Y are then represented as C∞([0,1),C∞(Y ;E)).
We consider families of pseudodifferential operators
A(λ) :C∞0
(
(0,1),C∞(Y ;E))→ C∞((0,1),C∞(Y ;E))
on (0,1) × Y which depend anisotropically on the parameter λ ∈ Λ. With respect to the fixed
splitting of variables these operators can be written as
A(λ)u(x) = 1
2π
∫ ∫
ei(x−x′)ξ a˜(x, ξ, λ)u(x′) dx′ dξ +C(λ)u(x) (5.12)
for x, x′ ∈ (0,1), ξ ∈ R, where C(λ) ∈ Ψ−∞(Λ) is a parameter-dependent smoothing operator
C(λ)u(x) =
∫
k(x, x′, λ)u(x′) dx′
with integral kernel k(x, x′, λ) ∈ (Λ,C∞((0,1) × (0,1),L−∞(Y ))). As in the local case, cf.
Definition 5.6, we use here the notation Ψ−∞(Λ) for the remainder class.
Moreover, the symbol a˜(x, ξ, λ) is a smooth function of x ∈ (0,1) taking values in the space
Lμ,(1,d)(Y ;R ×Λ) of pseudodifferential operators of order μ ∈ R on Y depending on the para-
meters (ξ, λ) ∈ R ×Λ. Recall that a family of operators
B(ξ,λ) :C∞(Y ;E) → C∞(Y ;E)
belongs to Lμ,(1,d)(Y ;R ×Λ) if, in a local patch Ω , it is of the form
B(ξ,λ)u(y) = 1
n−1
∫ ∫
ei(y−y′)ηb(y, ξ, η,λ)u(y′) dy′ dη +D(ξ,λ)u(y)(2π)
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D(ξ,λ)u(y) =
∫
c(y, y′, ξ, λ)u(y′) dy′
with integral kernel c(y, y′, ξ, λ) ∈ (R×Λ,C∞(Ω ×Ω)), and where the symbol b(y, ξ, η,λ)
satisfies the symbol estimates of Definition 5.6 (but here, of course, independent of x).
As before, we do not consider general families of pseudodifferential operators on (0,1) × Y
and restrict ourselves to operators in Ψμ(Λ) where the symbol a˜(x, ξ, λ) in (5.12) is required to
be of the form
a˜(x, ξ, λ) = x−μa(x, xξ, xdλ),
where a(x, ξ, λ) is smooth in x ∈ [0,1) with values in Lμ,(1,d)(Y ;R × Λ). Observe that this
is precisely the class of operators that is obtained via globalizing the local classes from Defini-
tion 5.6 to the collar neighborhood (0,1)× Y .
The parameter-dependent homogeneous principal symbol of an operator in Ψμ(Λ) extends to
an anisotropic homogeneous section on (cT ∗([0,1)× Y)×Λ)\0, and the global meaning of the
c-ellipticity from Definition 5.10 is the invertibility of the principal symbol there. By patching
together local parametrices from Proposition 5.11, we get the following.
Proposition 5.13. There exists a parametrix Q(λ) ∈ Ψ−m(Λ) of A − λ which is properly sup-
ported (uniformly in λ) and has the form
Q(λ)u(x) = 1
2π
∫ ∫
ei(x−x′)ξ p˜(x, ξ, λ)u(x′) dx′ dξ +C(λ)u(x)
for x, x′ ∈ (0,1), ξ ∈ R, with p˜(x, ξ, λ) = xmp(x, xξ, xmλ) and C(λ) as in (5.12).
We are finally ready to construct a parameter-dependent parametrix B1(λ) of A − λ on M .
The important aspect of the following theorem is the structure of the complete symbol of B1(λ)
close to the boundary of M .
Theorem 5.14. Let Qint(λ) be a standard parameter-dependent parametrix of A− λ on ˚M and
let Q(λ) ∈ Ψ−m(Λ) be the parametrix of A − λ from Proposition 5.13. Then for any cut-off
functions ω,ω0,ω1 ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) with ω1 ≺ ω ≺ ω0, the properly supported pseudodifferential
operator
B1(λ) = ωQ(λ)ω0 + (1 −ω)Qint(λ)(1 −ω1)
is a parametrix of A− λ on M .
Recall that a cut-off function ω ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) is a function which equals 1 in a neighborhood
of the origin. Observe that these functions can also be considered as functions on M supported
in the collar neighborhood [0,1) × Y of the boundary. Moreover, we use the notation ϕ ≺ ψ
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particular, ϕψ = ϕ.
The second step in our parametrix construction concerns the refinement of B1(λ) from Theo-
rem 5.14 to a Fredholm inverse of A− λ. First of all, we want to modify B1(λ) in order to get a
family of bounded operators
B1(λ) :x
−m/2Hsb (M;E)→Dsmin(A)
for any s ∈ R, where Dsmin(A) denotes the minimal domain of A in x−m/2Hsb (M;E), cf. Sec-
tion 3. Recall that for every t ∈ R,
xm/2Ht+mb (M;E) ↪→Dtmin ↪→ x−m/2+εH t+mb (M;E).
Also, we use the notation Dmin(A) =D0min(A).
By Mellin quantization, one can easily modify B1(λ) in such a way that
B1(λ) :x
−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ xm/2Hs+mb (M;E)
is bounded for every s ∈ R. Mellin representations of pseudodifferential operators are standard.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of known results about the Mellin quantization
that can be found, for instance, in [5].
Proposition 5.15. Let Q(λ) be the parametrix of A − λ from Proposition 5.13 defined via the
symbol p(x, ξ, λ). Let
h(x,σ,λ)= 1
2π
∫ ∫
e−i(r−1)ξ riσ ϕ(r)p(x, ξ, λ) dr dξ
for r, x, ξ ∈ R, σ ∈ C, where ϕ ∈ C∞0 (R+) is a function such that ϕ = 1 near r = 1. If we redefine
Q(λ) as
Q(λ)u(x) = 1
2πi
∫
σ=m/2
∫
(0,1)
(
x
x′
)iσ
xmh
(
x,σ, xmλ
)
u(x′)dx
′
x′
dσ,
then the corresponding family B1(λ) from Theorem 5.14 is again a properly supported para-
metrix of A− λ such that, in addition,
B1(λ) :x
−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ xm/2Hs+mb (M;E) ↪→Dsmin(A)
is bounded for every s ∈ R.
Our goal in this second step is to refine this parameter-dependent parametrix in such a way
that the remainders are elements of order zero in a suitable class of Green operators that will be
defined below. To this end we consider scales of Hilbert spaces {E s}s∈R on M and associated
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Ds−mmin (A). With the Sobolev spaces E = xγH we associate
E s,δ∧ = ω
(
xγHsb
(
Y∧;E))+ (1 −ω)(x(n−m)/2−δH scone(Y∧;E)),
and for the scale of minimal domains E =Dmin we define
E s,δ∧ = ωDs−mmin (A∧)+ (1 −ω)
(
x(n−m)/2−δH scone
(
Y∧;E)).
Here ω ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) denotes, as usual, a cut-off function near the origin. Note that in the latter
case we have Em,0∧ =Dmin(A∧). Recall that n= dimM .
Definition 5.16. An operator family G(λ) :C∞0 ( ˚M;E) → C∞( ˚M;E) is called a Green remain-
der of order μ ∈ R with respect to the scales (E,F) if for all cut-off functions ω, ω˜ ∈ C∞0 ([0,1))
the following holds:
(i) (1 −ω)G(λ), G(λ)(1 − ω˜) ∈⋂s,t∈R(Λ,K(E s ,F t ));
(ii) g(λ) = ωG(λ)ω˜ :C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E) → C∞( ˚Y∧;E) is a Green symbol, i.e., a classical operator-
valued symbol of order μ ∈ R in the sense that
g(λ) ∈
⋂
s,t,δ,δ′∈R
C∞
(
Λ,K(E s,δ∧ ,F t,δ′∧ )),
and for all multi-indices α ∈ N20,∥∥κ−1[λ]1/m∂αλ g(λ)κ[λ]1/m∥∥K(Es,δ∧ ,F t,δ′∧ ) =O(|λ|μ/m−|α|) (5.17)
as |λ| → ∞. Here K(E s ,F t ) denotes the space of compact operators from E s to F t , and
[·] is a strictly positive smoothing of the absolute value | · | near the origin. Without loss of
generality we may assume [λ] > 1 for every λ.
Moreover, for j ∈ N0 there exists
g(μ−j)(λ) ∈
⋂
s,t,δ,δ′∈R
C∞
(
Λ \ {0},K(E s,δ∧ ,F t,δ′∧ ))
such that
g(μ−j)
(
mλ
)= μ−j κg(μ−j)(λ)κ−1 for  > 0,
and for some function χ ∈ C∞(Λ) with χ = 0 near zero and χ = 1 near ∞, and all j ∈ N0,
the symbol estimates (5.17) hold for g(λ)−∑j−1k=0 χ(λ)g(μ−k)(λ) with μ replaced by μ− j .
As usual, the cut-off functions in C∞0 ([0,1)) are considered as functions on both M and Y∧,
and {κ}∈R+ is the dilation group from (2.7). The κ-homogeneous components g(μ−j)(λ) are
well defined for the Green remainder G(λ), i.e., they do not depend on the particular choice of
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totic expansion
G(λ)∼
∞∑
j=0
G(μ−j)(λ) (5.18)
up to Green remainders of order −∞, where G(μ−j)(λ) = g(μ−j)(λ). The principal component
of G(λ) in this expansion will be denoted by
G∧(λ) =G(μ)(λ).
Note that in view of Definition 5.16(i) every Green remainder G(λ) is a parameter-dependent
smoothing pseudodifferential operator over the manifold ˚M .
It should be pointed out that the choice of the compact operators as operator ideal for the
Green remainders is just for convenience; we could also pass to the Schatten classes p(E s∧,F t∧)
for arbitrary p > 0, or even to s-nuclear operators in
⋂
p>0 
p(E s∧,F t∧). This is useful for appli-
cations to index theory, especially the case of trace class remainders.
Lemma 5.19. Let g(λ) be a Green symbol of order μ ∈ R, and ω ∈ C∞0 (R+) a cut-off function
near zero. Then (1 −ω)g(λ) and g(λ)(1 −ω) are Green symbols of order −∞, i.e.,
(1 −ω)g(λ), g(λ)(1 −ω) ∈ (Λ,K(E s,δ∧ ,F t,δ′∧ )).
Proof. We only need to prove that
(1 −ω)g(λ) =O([λ]−L) as |λ| → ∞, for all L ∈ R.
The argument for higher derivatives and for g(λ)(1 −ω) is analogous.
Write (1 − ω(x)) = ϕk(x)xk for every k ∈ N0. Note that ϕk ∈ C∞(R+) is supported away
from the origin, and ϕk(x) = 1/xk for sufficiently large x. Then, for any given s, t, δ, δ′ ∈ R, and
denoting the norms in (E s,δ∧ ,F t,δ
′
∧ ) and (F t,δ
′
∧ ) by ‖ · ‖δ,δ′ and ‖ · ‖δ′ , respectively, we have
∥∥κ−1[λ]1/m(1 −ω)g(λ)κ[λ]1/m∥∥δ,δ′ =
∥∥∥∥ϕk
(
x
[λ]1/m
)
[λ]−k/mxkκ−1[λ]1/mg(λ)κ[λ]1/m
∥∥∥∥
δ,δ′
 C
∥∥∥∥ϕk
(
x
[λ]1/m
)∥∥∥∥
δ′−k
· ∥∥κ−1[λ]1/mg(λ)κ[λ]1/m∥∥δ,δ′−k · [λ]−k/m
 C˜
∥∥∥∥ϕk
(
x
[λ]1/m
)∥∥∥∥
δ′−k
· [λ](μ−k)/m
for some constants C and C˜. As the norm of ϕk(x/[λ]1/m) is O(1) as |λ| → ∞, the assertion
follows for (1 −ω)g(λ). 
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operator algebra. The homogeneous components of the product of two Green remainders are
determined by formally multiplying the asymptotic sums (5.18). In particular,
(G1G2)∧(λ) =G1,∧(λ)G2,∧(λ).
Lemma 5.20. Let G(λ) be a Green remainder of order μ ∈ R. Then:
(i) (A− λ)G(λ) and G(λ)(A− λ) are Green remainders of order μ+m;
(ii) B1(λ)G(λ) and G(λ)B1(λ) are Green remainders of order μ−m.
In all four cases the principal components are the composition of the principal components of
the factors.
Recall that the principal component of A − λ is A∧ − λ. On the other hand, the principal
component of B1(λ) is given by
B1,∧(λ)u(x) = xm
(
1
2πi
) ∫
σ=m/2
∫
R+
(
x
x′
)iσ
h
(
0, σ, xmλ
)
u(x′)dx
′
x′
dσ (5.21)
for u ∈ C∞0 (R+,C∞(Y ;E)), where h(x,σ,λ) is the symbol from Proposition 5.15. For the
above compositions to make sense, we are tacitly assuming that G(λ) acts on corresponding
scales.
Proof. Let us consider (A− λ)G(λ). The product G(λ)(A− λ) can be treated in a similar way.
In the collar neighborhood (0,1)× Y we have
A= x−m
m∑
j=0
aj (x)(xDx)
j ,
where aj (x) ∈ C∞([0,1),Diffm−j (Y ;E)). We set A(m)(λ) =A∧ − λ, and for k ∈ N,
A(m−k)(λ) = x−m+k
m∑
j=0
1
k!
(
∂kx aj
)
(0)(xDx)j .
Observe that for each j , A(j)(λ) :C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E)→ C∞( ˚Y∧;E), and
ω
(
(A− λ)−
N−1∑
k=0
A(m−k)(λ)
)
ω˜ ∈ x−m+N Diffmb
(
Y∧;E)
for any cut-off functions ω, ω˜ ∈ C∞([0,1)).0
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grows polynomially, it follows immediately that (A−λ)G(λ)(1 −ω) is rapidly decreasing in Λ.
On the other hand, using a suitable cut-off function ω′ ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)), we may write
(1 −ω)(A− λ)G(λ)= (1 −ω)(A− λ)(1 −ω′)G(λ).
Thus also (1 −ω)(A− λ)G(λ) is rapidly decreasing in Λ.
It remains to consider ω(A− λ)G(λ)ω˜ for cut-off functions ω, ω˜ ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)). Choose cut-
off functions ω0 and ω1 such that ω ≺ ω1 ≺ ω0. Then
ω(A− λ)G(λ)ω˜ = ω(A− λ)ω1ω0G(λ)ω˜
= ω
(
N−1∑
k=0
A(m−k)(λ)
)
ω1ω0G(λ)ω˜ +ωA˜Nω1ω0G(λ)ω˜
for N ∈ N0, where A˜N ∈ x−m+N Diffmb (Y∧;E). Since g(λ) = ω0G(λ)ω˜ is a Green symbol, it is
easy to see that ωA˜Nω1g(λ) is an operator-valued symbol of order μ+m−N , i.e., the estimates
(5.17) hold with μ+m−N instead of μ. The argument here is to consider separately the terms
ω(x)ω(x[λ]1/m)A˜Nω1g(λ) and ω(x)(1 −ω(x[λ]1/m))A˜Nω1g(λ).
Now, using the κ-homogeneity
A(m−k)
(
mλ
)= m−kκA(m−k)(λ)κ−1
for  > 0 and λ ∈ Λ \ {0}, and because of Lemma 5.19, we finally conclude that (A − λ)G(λ)
is a Green remainder of order μ+m. Moreover, the homogeneous components of (A− λ)G(λ)
are given by
(
(A− λ)G(λ))
(μ+m−j) =
∑
k+l=j
A(m−k)(λ)G(μ−l)(λ).
The analysis for the products G(λ)B1(λ) and B1(λ)G(λ) follows the same lines. At the places
where the locality of (A − λ) was used, we can still draw the desired conclusions for B1(λ),
noting that for cut-off functions ω ≺ ω˜ in C∞0 ([0,1)), the operator families ωB1(λ)(1 − ω˜) and
(1 − ω˜)B1(λ)ω are Green remainders of order −∞. Moreover, on Y∧ we expand B1(λ) into
components given by
u → xm+k 1
2πi
∫
σ=m/2
∫
R+
(
x
x′
)iσ 1
k!
(
∂kxh
)(
0, σ, xmλ
)
u(x′)dx
′
x′
dσ, k ∈ N0,
for u ∈ C∞0 (R+,C∞(Y ;E)), and proceed as above. 
Proposition 5.22. For an operator family
G(λ) :C∞0 ( ˚M;E)→ C∞( ˚M;E)
the following are equivalent:
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(ii) G(λ) is a Green remainder of order μ ∈ R in the scales (E, xm/2−εH) for every ε > 0, and
(A− λ)G(λ) is Green of order μ+m in (E, x−m/2H).
Proof. The direction (i) ⇒ (ii) follows from Lemma 5.20 noting that
Dtmin(A) =Dtmax(A)∩
(⋂
ε>0
xm/2−εH t+mb (M;E)
)
.
Let us now assume (ii). Then it is evident that for every cut-off function ω ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) the
operator families (1 − ω)G(λ) and G(λ)(1 − ω) are rapidly decreasing in Λ with values in
the scale Dmin of minimal domains. Hence it remains to consider ωG(λ)ω˜ for cut-off functions
ω, ω˜ ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)).
Note first that the assertion of the proposition is obviously valid at the level of Green symbols,
i.e., g(λ) is a Green symbol of order μ ∈ R with values in the Dmin-scale on Y∧ if and only
if g(λ) is a Green symbol of order μ ∈ R with values in the scale xm/2−εH of Sobolev spaces
on Y∧ for every ε > 0, and (A∧ − λ)g(λ) is a Green symbol of order μ + m with values in the
scale x−m/2H on Y∧ (note that we are concerned with the associated scales on Y∧ in the sense
of Definition 5.16).
Now let ω0 be another cut-off function such that ω ≺ ω0. Thus ω0ω = ω and so
(A∧ − λ)
(
ωG(λ)ω˜
)= ω0(A− λ)ω0(ωG(λ)ω˜)+ω0A˜ω0(ωG(λ)ω˜)
for some A˜ ∈ x−m+1 Diffmb (Y∧;E). Hence ω0A˜ω0(ωG(λ)ω˜) is a Green symbol of order μ +
m − 1 with values in the scale x−m/2H on Y∧. Observe that this argument makes use of our
assumption that G(λ) is a Green remainder of order μ ∈ R in the scales (E, xm/2−εH) for every
ε > 0.
On the other hand, we may write
ω0(A− λ)ω0
(
ωG(λ)ω˜
)= ω0(A− λ)ωG(λ)ω˜
= ω0ω(A− λ)G(λ)ω˜ +ω0
[
(A− λ),ω]G(λ)ω˜
= ω(A− λ)G(λ)ω˜ +ω0
[
(A− λ),ω]G(λ)ω˜,
where ω0[(A− λ),ω]G(λ)ω˜ is rapidly decreasing in Λ. Thus we have proved
(A∧ − λ)
(
ωG(λ)ω˜
)≡ ω(A− λ)G(λ)ω˜
modulo a Green symbol of order μ+m− 1 with values in the scale of Sobolev spaces x−m/2H
on Y∧, and as ω(A − λ)G(λ)ω˜ is a Green symbol of order μ + m by our assumption (ii), the
proposition follows. 
Let Pˆ0(σ ) :C∞(Y ;E|Y ) → C∞(Y ;E|Y ) be the conormal symbol of A = x−mP , cf. (2.3).
Since A is assumed to be c-elliptic, we know that the inverse Pˆ−1(σ ) of Pˆ0(σ ) is a finitely0
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Pˆ0(σ ) is invertible in
{σ ∈ C: −m/2 − ε0 < σ <−m/2 + ε0, σ = −m/2}
with a holomorphic inverse there. Define
h0(σ ) = Pˆ−10 (σ − im)− h(0, σ,0), (5.23)
where h is the holomorphic Mellin symbol from Proposition 5.15. Then h0(σ ) is finitely mero-
morphic in C taking values in L−∞(Y ) and it is rapidly decreasing as |σ | → ∞, uniformly
for σ in compact intervals. Moreover, the strip
{σ ∈ C: m/2 − ε0 < σ <m/2 + ε0, σ =m/2}
is free of poles of h0(σ ).
For arbitrary 0 < ε < ε0 and cut-off function ω ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) we define
M(λ) :C∞0 ( ˚M;E)→ C∞( ˚M;E)
via
u → xmω(x[λ]1/m)( 1
2πi
∫
σ=m/2+ε
∫
R+
(
x
x′
)iσ
h0(σ )ω
(
x′[λ]1/m)u(x′)dx′
x′
dσ
)
with the Mellin symbol h0(σ ) from (5.23). M(λ) is a parameter-dependent smoothing operator,
and since the function ω(x[λ]1/m) is supported in the collar [0,1)× Y , M(λ) can be regarded as
an operator on both M and Y∧.
For λ = 0 we also define
M∧(λ) :C∞0
(
˚Y∧;E)→ C∞( ˚Y∧;E)
via
u → xmω(x|λ|1/m)( 1
2πi
∫
σ=m/2+ε
∫
R+
(
x
x′
)iσ
h0(σ )ω
(
x′|λ|1/m)u(x′)dx′
x′
dσ
)
.
Observe that M∧(λ) is κ-homogeneous of degree −m.
Theorem 5.24. Set B2(λ) = B1(λ)+M(λ). Then
B2(λ) :x
−m/2Hsb (M;E)→Dsmin(A)
is a parameter-dependent parametrix of A− λ, and the remainders
G1(λ) = (A− λ)B2(λ)− 1 :x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Htb(M;E),
G2(λ) = B2(λ)(A− λ)− 1 :Dsmin(A) →Dtmin(A)
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by
G1,∧(λ) = (A∧ − λ)B2,∧(λ)− 1 and G2,∧(λ) = B2,∧(λ)(A∧ − λ)− 1,
where
B2,∧(λ) = B1,∧(λ)+M∧(λ) (5.25)
with B1,∧(λ) as in (5.21).
Proof. Let us begin by noting that
B2(λ) :x
−m/2Hsb (M;E)→
⋂
ε>0
xm/2−εH s+mb (M;E)
is continuous. Hence, in order to show that B2(λ) maps indeed into Dsmin(A), it suffices to check
that
(A− λ)B2(λ) :x−m/2Hsb (M;E)→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E).
We will prove that this operator is, in fact, of the form 1 +G1(λ).
By the standard composition rules for (parameter-dependent) cone operators in cone Sobolev
spaces (see, e.g., [3,5,17]), we know that
(A− λ)B1(λ) = 1 + M˜(λ)+G(λ),
where G(λ) is a Green remainder of order zero in the scales (x−m/2H,x−m/2H), and M˜(λ) is a
smoothing Mellin operator given by
M˜(λ)u(x) = ω(x[λ]1/m)( 1
2πi
∫
σ=m/2
∫
R+
(
x
x′
)iσ
h˜0(σ )ω
(
x′[λ]1/m)u(x′)dx′
x′
dσ
)
with a holomorphic Mellin symbol
h˜0(σ ) = Pˆ0(σ − im)h(0, σ,0)− 1 = −Pˆ0(σ − im)h0(σ ) (5.24a)
with h0 as in (5.23). Moreover, the principal components satisfy the identity
(A∧ − λ)B1,∧(λ) = 1 + M˜∧(λ)+G∧(λ),
where M˜∧(λ) is defined by replacing [λ] by |λ| in M˜(λ).
Next we consider the composition (A− λ)M(λ). As M(λ) is a Green remainder of order −m
in the scales (x−m/2H,xm/2−εH) for every ε > 0, we conclude that up to a Green remainder of
order 0 in (x−m/2H,x−m/2H) we may write
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(
x[λ]1/m)A∧ω0(x[λ]1/m)M(λ)− λM(λ)
≡ ω0
(
x[λ]1/m)A∧ω0(x[λ]1/m)M(λ),
where ω0 is a cut-off function with ω ≺ ω0, so ω0ω = ω. Because of relation (5.24a), and since
the commutator [A∧,ω(x[λ]1/m)] = [A∧,ω(x[λ]1/m)]ω0(x[λ]1/m) produces arbitrary flatness
near the origin, we have
ω0
(
x[λ]1/m)A∧ω0(x[λ]1/m)M(λ) ≡ −M˜(λ)
modulo a Green remainder of order zero in (x−m/2H,x−m/2H).
Hence we have proved that (A− λ)M(λ)= −M˜(λ)+ G˜(λ) for some Green remainder G˜(λ)
of order zero in (x−m/2H,x−m/2H). Consequently,
(A− λ)B2(λ) = 1 +G1(λ)
with G1(λ) =G(λ)+ G˜(λ), and by κ-homogeneity the principal components necessarily satisfy
(A∧ − λ)B2,∧(λ) = 1 + G1,∧(λ). Thus the assertion of the theorem regarding the composition
(A− λ)B2(λ) is proved.
It remains to analyze the composition B2(λ)(A − λ). Again, we first apply the standard
composition rules of (parameter-dependent) cone operators in cone Sobolev spaces to see
that B2(λ)(A − λ) = 1 + G2(λ), where G2(λ) is a Green remainder of order zero in the
scales (Dmin, xm/2−εH) for arbitrary ε > 0. Moreover, the principal components satisfy the de-
sired identity B2,∧(λ)(A∧ − λ) = 1 + G2,∧(λ). As (A − λ)G2(λ) = G1(λ)(A − λ), we obtain
from Lemma 5.20 that (A − λ)G2(λ) is a Green remainder of order m in (Dmin, x−m/2H).
Proposition 5.22 now implies that G2(λ) is a Green remainder of order zero in the scales
(Dmin,Dmin). 
Remark 5.26. The parametrix B2(λ) has the following properties.
(i) For λ ∈ Λ \ {0},
A∧ − λ :Dmin(A∧)→ x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)
is Fredholm and B2,∧(λ) is a Fredholm inverse.
(ii) The principal component B2,∧(λ) is κ-homogeneous of degree −m, i.e.,
B2,∧
(
mλ
)= −mκB2,∧(λ)κ−1 :C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E)→ C∞( ˚Y∧;E)
for  > 0 and λ ∈Λ \ {0}.
(iii) Let G(λ) be a Green remainder of order μ ∈ R. Then B2(λ)G(λ) and G(λ)B2(λ) are
both Green remainders of order μ − m with principal components B2,∧(λ)G∧(λ) and
G∧(λ)B2,∧(λ), respectively.
(iv) For every s ∈ R the following equivalent norm estimates hold:
∥∥B2(λ)∥∥(x−m/2Hsb )  const · [λ]2|s|/m−1, (5.27)∥∥B2(λ)∥∥ −m/2 s s  const · [λ]2|s|/m. (5.28)(x Hb ,Dmin(A))
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ble parameter-dependent parametrix of A− λ satisfying the same norm estimates as B2(λ).
Proof. The statement (i) is a consequence of Theorem 5.24, (ii) follows by construction. Let
us prove (iii). By Lemma 5.20 we only need to deal with the terms M(λ)G(λ) and G(λ)M(λ).
Now, since M(λ) :C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E)→ C∞( ˚Y∧;E) satisfies
M
(
mλ
)= −mκM(λ)κ−1
for |λ|  0 and  1, the assertion for these terms is evident.
We now prove (iv). The group action {κ}∈R+ satisfies the estimate
‖κ[λ]1/m‖(Ks,−m/2)  const · [λ]|s|/m
on the space Ks,−m/2(Y∧;E). Recall that {κ}∈R+ is defined to be unitary in x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E).
Hence every Green remainder G(λ) of order zero in the scales (x−m/2H,x−m/2H) satisfies the
norm estimate ∥∥G(λ)∥∥
(x−m/2Hsb )
 const · [λ]2|s|/m.
Together with Theorem 5.24 this implies that the asserted estimates are actually equivalent.
Moreover, (5.27) follows from the estimates for the group action and the standard estimates
for parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operators in Sobolev spaces, cf. Shubin [20, Sec-
tion 9]. 
As outlined at the beginning of this section, our goal is the construction of a parametrix B(λ)
that is a left-inverse of A−λ for λ sufficiently large. To achieve this, we additionally require that
the family
A∧ − λ :Dmin(A∧) → x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)
be injective for all λ ∈ Λ \ {0}.
In the remaining part of this section we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.29. Let B2(λ) be the parametrix from Theorem 5.24. Then there exists a Green re-
mainder G(λ) of order −m in the scales (x−m/2H,Dmin) such that
B(λ) = B2(λ)+G(λ)
is a parameter-dependent parametrix of A− λ with B(λ)(A− λ) = 1 for λ sufficiently large. In
particular, for these values of λ, (A− λ)B(λ) is a projection onto rg(A− λ), the range of
A− λ :Dsmin(A) → x−m/2Hsb (M;E).
Thus the Green remainder
Π(λ) = 1 − (A− λ)B(λ)
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sional, is contained in x−m/2H∞b (M;E), and is independent of s.
For the proof of this theorem we first introduce the following class of generalized Green
remainders.
Definition 5.30. We consider scales of Hilbert spaces {E s}s∈R on M and associated scales
{E s,δ∧ }s,δ∈R on Y∧ as in Definition 5.16. Moreover, let N−,N+ ∈ N0.
An operator family
G(λ) :
C∞0 ( ˚M;E)⊕
C
N−
→
C∞( ˚M;E)
⊕
C
N+
is called a generalized Green remainder of order μ ∈ R in the scales of spaces (E ⊕ CN− ,
F ⊕ CN+), if for any cut-off functions ω, ω˜ ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) it holds:
(i) For every s, t ∈ R the families
(
(1 −ω) 0
0 0
)
G(λ) and G(λ)
(
(1 − ω˜) 0
0 0
)
are rapidly decreasing in Λ with values in the compact operators mapping
E s
⊕
C
N−
→
F t
⊕
C
N+
.
(ii) The family g(λ) given by
g(λ) =
(
ω 0
0 1
)
G(λ)
(
ω˜ 0
0 1
)
:
C∞0 ( ˚Y∧;E)⊕
C
N−
→
C∞( ˚Y∧;E)
⊕
C
N+
is a generalized Green symbol, i.e., it is a classical operator-valued symbol of order μ ∈ R
in the sense that
g(λ) ∈
⋂
s,t,δ,δ′∈R
C∞
(
Λ,K(E s,δ∧ ⊕ CN− ,F t,δ′∧ ⊕ CN+)),
and for all multi-indices α ∈ N20,
∥∥∥∥
(
κ[λ]1/m 0
0 1
)−1
∂αλ g(λ)
(
κ[λ]1/m 0
0 1
)∥∥∥∥=O(|λ|μ/m−|α|) (5.31)
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g(μ−j)(λ) ∈
⋂
s,t,δ,δ′∈R
C∞
(
Λ \ {0},K(E s,δ∧ ⊕ CN− ,F t,δ′∧ ⊕ CN+)),
such that
g(μ−j)
(
mλ
)= μ−j (κ 00 1
)
g(μ−j)(λ)
(
κ 0
0 1
)−1
for every  > 0, and for some function χ ∈ C∞(Λ) with χ = 0 near zero and χ = 1 near ∞,
the symbol estimates (5.31) hold for g(λ)−∑j−1k=0 χ(λ)g(μ−k)(λ) with μ replaced by μ− j .
Note that when N− =N+ = 0, we recover the class of Green remainders from Definition 5.16.
Also for generalized Green remainders, the κ-homogeneous components g(μ−j)(λ) are well de-
fined for G(λ), i.e., they do not depend on the choice of the cut-off functions. Thus a generalized
Green remainder is determined by an asymptotic expansion
G(λ)∼
∞∑
j=0
G(μ−j)(λ) (5.32)
up to generalized Green remainders of order −∞, where G(μ−j)(λ) = g(μ−j)(λ). The principal
component will again be denoted by G∧(λ) =G(μ)(λ).
We will be particularly concerned with the operators
(
A− λ 0
0 0
)
+G(λ),
(
B2(λ) 0
0 0
)
+G′(λ)
for generalized Green remainders G(λ) and G′(λ) of order m and −m, respectively. We will also
need their κ-homogeneous principal components
(
A∧ − λ 0
0 0
)
+G∧(λ),
(
B2,∧(λ) 0
0 0
)
+G′∧(λ).
Lemma 5.20 (as well as Remark 5.26(iii)) continues to hold in this more general framework, and
Theorem 5.24 implies
((
A− λ 0
0 0
)
+G(λ)
)((
B2(λ) 0
0 0
)
+G′(λ)
)
= 1 +G1(λ),
((
B2(λ) 0
0 0
)
+G′(λ)
)((
A− λ 0
0 0
)
+G(λ)
)
= 1 +G2(λ)
with generalized Green remainders G1(λ) and G2(λ) of order zero, provided the scales are such
that the composition makes sense. Moreover, the principal components satisfy the same relations.
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E ⊕ CN) for some N ∈ N0. If
1 +G∧(λ) :
E s,δ∧
⊕
C
N
→
E s,δ∧
⊕
C
N
is invertible for all λ ∈ Λ\{0} and some s, δ ∈ R, then there exists a generalized Green remainder
G˜(λ) of order zero such that(
1 +G(λ))(1 + G˜(λ))− 1 and (1 + G˜(λ))(1 +G(λ))− 1
are generalized Green remainders of order −∞. Moreover, G˜(λ) can be arranged in such a way
that these remainders are compactly supported in Λ, thus (1 + G˜(λ)) inverts (1 + G(λ)) for
every λ sufficiently large.
Proof. The inverse of 1 +G∧(λ) can be written as(
1 +G∧(λ)
)−1 = 1 + G˜∧(λ),
where G˜∧(λ) =G∧(λ)(1 +G∧(λ))−1G∧(λ)−G∧(λ) is a homogeneous Green symbol of order
zero. For λ ∈Λ set
G′(λ) =
(
ω 0
0 1
)
χ(λ)G˜∧(λ)
(
ω 0
0 1
)
,
where ω ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) is a cut-off function and χ ∈ C∞(Λ) is a function with χ = 0 near 0 and
χ = 1 near ∞. Hence G′(λ) is a generalized Green remainder of order zero, and by construction
we obtain(
1 +G(λ))(1 +G′(λ))= 1 + G˜1(λ), (1 +G′(λ))(1 +G(λ))= 1 + G˜2(λ)
with generalized Green remainders G˜1(λ) and G˜2(λ) of order −1.
As the class of generalized Green remainders is asymptotically complete, there exists a gen-
eralized Green remainder G˜R(λ) of order −1 with
G˜R(λ) ∼
∞∑
k=1
(−1)kG˜k1(λ).
This asymptotic expansion holds up to generalized Green remainders of order −∞. Hence(
1 +G(λ))(1 +G′(λ))(1 + G˜R(λ))= 1 + G˜(−∞)(λ)
with a generalized Green remainder G˜(−∞)(λ) of order −∞. In particular, the operator norm
of G˜(−∞)(λ) is decreasing as |λ| → ∞ and therefore 1 + G˜(−∞)(λ) is invertible for λ large.
Moreover, the inverse can be written as
(
1 + G˜(−∞)(λ)
)−1 = 1 + G˜(−∞)(λ),
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is a suitable function with χ = 0 near 0 and χ = 1 near ∞, then χ(λ)G˜(−∞)(λ) is a generalized
Green remainder of order −∞. Summing up, we have proved that
(
1 +G(λ))(1 +G′(λ))(1 + G˜R(λ))(1 + χ(λ)G˜(−∞)(λ))− 1
is compactly supported in Λ. Finally, we define G˜(λ) by
1 + G˜(λ)= (1 +G′(λ))(1 + G˜R(λ))(1 + χ(λ)G˜(−∞)(λ)).
By construction, G˜(λ) is a generalized Green remainder of order zero and 1 + G˜(λ) inverts
1 +G(λ) from the right for large values of λ.
In the same way, we can prove that 1 + G(λ) has a left-inverse for λ sufficiently large. This
inverse must be necessarily 1 + G˜(λ) and the lemma is proved. 
The following theorem implies Theorem 5.29.
Theorem 5.34. For λ ∈ Λ \ {0} let d ′′ = − ind(A∧,Dmin − λ). There exists a generalized Green
remainder (0 K(λ)) of order m in the scales (Dmin ⊕ Cd ′′ , x−m/2H) such that
(
A− λ K(λ) ) : D
s
min(A)⊕
C
d ′′
→ x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
is invertible for λ sufficiently large. Moreover, the inverse can be written as
(
A− λ K(λ) )−1 = (B2(λ)+G(λ)
T (λ)
)
,
where
(
G(λ)
T (λ)
)
is a generalized Green remainder of order −m in the corresponding scales
(x−m/2H,Dmin ⊕ Cd ′′). In particular, the parameter-dependent parametrix
B(λ) = B2(λ)+G(λ)
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.29.
Proof. From Theorem A.1 (see also Remark A.2 and Corollary A.3) we conclude that there
exists k∧(λ) such that
(
A∧ − λ k∧(λ)
)
:
Dmin(A∧)
⊕
Cd
′′
→ x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)
is invertible for λ ∈ Λ \ {0}, and k∧(λ) can be arranged to be a κ-homogeneous principal Green
symbol of order m.
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and χ = 1 near ∞. If we set K(λ) = ωχ(λ)k∧(λ), then (0 K(λ)) is a generalized Green remain-
der of order m. We will prove that the theorem holds with this particular choice for K(λ).
As B2,∧(λ) is a Fredholm inverse of A∧ − λ for λ ∈ Λ \ {0}, we may apply once again the
results from Appendix A to conclude the existence of families k˜∧(λ), t˜∧(λ), and q˜∧(λ) such that
(
B2,∧(λ) k˜∧(λ)
t˜∧(λ) q˜∧(λ)
)
:
x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E)⊕
C
N−
→
Dmin(A∧)
⊕
C
N+
is invertible for λ ∈ Λ \ {0}, and ( 0 k˜∧(λ)
t˜∧(λ) q˜∧(λ)
)
is a homogeneous principal Green symbol of
order −m. Note that by construction N+ − N− = indB2,∧(λ) = d ′′. According to CN+ =
C
d ′′ ⊕ CN− we decompose (arbitrarily)
t˜∧(λ) =
(
t˜∧,1(λ)
t˜∧,2(λ)
)
and q˜∧(λ) =
(
q˜∧,1(λ)
q˜∧,2(λ)
)
,
and let
G′(λ) =
(
ω 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
)
χ(λ)
( 0 k˜∧(λ)
t˜∧,1(λ) q˜∧,1(λ)
t˜∧,2(λ) q˜∧,2(λ)
)(
ω 0
0 1
)
,
where ω and χ are as above. Then G′(λ) is a generalized Green remainder of order −m in the
scales (x−m/2H ⊕ CN− ,Dmin ⊕ CN+). We now let
A(λ) =
(
A− λ K(λ) 0
0 0 [λ]
)
and B(λ) =
⎛
⎝B2(λ) 00 0
0 0
⎞
⎠+G′(λ),
and consider the compositions
A(λ)B(λ) = 1 +G1(λ) on x−m/2L2b(M;E)⊕ CN− ,
B(λ)A(λ) = 1 +G2(λ) on
(Dmin(A)⊕ Cd ′′)⊕ CN− .
Note that
(
0 K(λ) 0
0 0 [λ]
)
is a generalized Green remainder of order m with principal component
( 0 k∧(λ) 0
0 0 |λ|
)
.
Hence G1(λ) and G2(λ) are generalized Green remainders of order zero, and by construction
both 1 +G1,∧(λ) and 1 +G2,∧(λ) are invertible for λ ∈Λ \ {0}.
Lemma 5.33 now implies the invertibility of A(λ) for λ large. Consequently, the diagonal
matrix structure of A(λ) gives the invertibility of (A− λ K(λ)). Moreover,
A(λ)−1 =
(
A− λ K(λ) 0
0 0 [λ]
)−1
= B(λ)(1 + G˜(λ))
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form
(
B2(λ)+G(λ)
T (λ)
)
,
which proves the theorem. 
Corollary 5.35. For λ ∈ Λ \ {0} we have ind(A∧,Dmin − λ)= indADmin .
As stated above, the parameter-dependent family B(λ) = B2(λ) + G(λ) is a parametrix of
A− λ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.29. Let us draw some consequences of that theo-
rem.
Corollary 5.36. There exists a discrete set Δ⊂ C such that
A− λ :Dsmin(A) → x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
is injective for λ ∈ C \Δ, and it has a finitely meromorphic left-inverse.
Proof. Due to Theorem 5.29,
A− λ :Dsmin(A) → x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
is injective for λ ∈Λ sufficiently large, and the parametrix B(λ) is a left-inverse.
Fix some large λ0 ∈Λ and consider the operator function
F :C  λ → B(λ0)(A− λ) ∈
(Dsmin(A)).
Then F is a holomorphic Fredholm family on C, and F(λ0) = 1 is invertible. The well-known
theorem on the inversion of holomorphic Fredholm families now implies that the inverse C\Δ 
λ → F(λ)−1 is a finitely meromorphic operator function, where Δ⊂ C is discrete. Hence A− λ
is injective for λ ∈ C \Δ, and F(λ)−1B(λ0) is a finitely meromorphic left-inverse. 
Corollary 5.37. Let λ0 ∈ Λ and assume there exists some domain Ds such that
A− λ0 :Ds → x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
is invertible. Then it is invertible for all s ∈ R, and we have
(A− λ0)−1 = B(λ0)+ (A− λ0)−1Π(λ0)
with the parametrix B(λ) and the projection Π(λ) from Theorem 5.29.
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.6. Resolvents
The elements of the quotient
E˜max =Dmax/Dmin
can be conveniently identified with singular functions as follows. Let u ∈Dmax. Then there is a
finite sum of the form
u˜=
∑
−m/2(σ )<m/2
(
mσ∑
k=0
cσ,k(y) logk x
)
xiσ (6.1)
with cσ,k(y) ∈ C∞(Y ;E) such that u − ωu˜ ∈Dmin, where ω ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) is a cut-off function
near zero. The function u˜ is uniquely determined by the equivalence class u + Dmin, and in
this way we may identify E˜max with a finite-dimensional subspace of C∞( ˚Y∧;E) consisting of
singular functions (6.1). Analogously, we also obtain an identification of
E˜∧,max =D∧,max/D∧,min
with a finite-dimensional space of functions of the form (6.1).
In order to prove the existence of sectors of minimal growth for a given extension AD , we are
led to consider a particular extension A∧,D∧ of the model operator. Thereby, the domain D∧ is
associated to D via
D∧/D∧,min = θ(D/Dmin), (6.2)
where
θ : E˜max → E˜∧,max
is the natural isomorphism introduced in [7].
Using the identification of the quotients with spaces of singular functions, we briefly recall
the definition of θ . To this end, we split
A= x−m
m−1∑
k=0
Pkx
k + P˜m (6.3)
near Y , where each Pk ∈ Diffmb (Y∧;E) has coefficients independent of x, and P˜m ∈ Diffmb (Y∧;E)
Let Pˆk(σ ) be the conormal symbol associated with Pk . In this section, all arguments involving
(6.3) will refer to functions that are supported near Y , so we may assume that the coefficients
of P˜m vanish near infinity. In slight abuse of the notation from [7] we now write
E˜max =
⊕
E˜σ0 and E˜∧,max =
⊕
E˜∧,σ0 ,
σ0∈Σ σ0∈Σ
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Σ = specb(A)∩
{
σ ∈ C: −m/2 < (σ ) < m/2}. (6.4)
The space E˜∧,σ0 consists of all singular functions of the form( mσ0∑
k=0
cσ0,k(y) log
k x
)
xiσ0
that are associated with elements of E˜∧,max. The operator θ acts isomorphically between E˜σ0 →
E˜∧,σ0 . Both, the space E˜σ0 and the operator itself, are easiest understood from its inverse
θ−1
∣∣E˜∧,σ0 =
N(σ0)∑
k=0
eσ0,k : E˜∧,σ0 → E˜σ0, (6.5)
where N(σ0) ∈ N0 is the largest integer such that σ0 −N(σ0)−m/2, and the operators
eσ0,k : E˜∧,σ0 → C∞
(
˚Y∧;E)
are inductively defined as follows:
• eσ0,0 = I , the identity map.
• Given eσ0,0, . . . , eσ0,ϑ−1 for some ϑ ∈ {1, . . . ,N(σ0)}, we define eσ0,ϑ (ψ) for ψ ∈ E˜∧,σ0 to
be the unique singular function of the form
(mσ0−iϑ∑
k=0
cσ0−iϑ,k(y) logk x
)
xi(σ0−iϑ)
such that
(
ω eσ0,ϑ (ψ)
)∧
(σ )+ Pˆ0(σ )−1
(
ϑ∑
k=1
Pˆk(σ )sσ0−iϑ
(
ω eσ0,ϑ−k(ψ)
)∧
(σ + ik)
)
is holomorphic at σ = σ0 − iϑ , where (ω eσ0,ϑ−k(ψ))∧(σ ) is the Mellin transform of the
function ω eσ0,ϑ−k(ψ), and sσ0−iϑ (ω eσ0,ϑ−k(ψ))∧(σ + ik) is the singular part of its Laurent
expansion at σ0 − iϑ . Here, ω ∈ C∞0 (R+) is an arbitrary cut-off function near zero. Recall
that the Mellin transform of ω eσ0,ϑ−k(ψ) is meromorphic in C with only one pole at σ0 −
i(ϑ − k).
It is of interest to note that this construction yields
ϑ∑
k=0
(
Pkx
k
)(
eσ0,ϑ−k(ψ)
)= 0
for every ψ ∈ E˜∧,σ0 and every ϑ = 0, . . . ,N(σ0).
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u˜=
N(σ0)∑
ϑ=0
(mσ0−iϑ∑
k=0
cσ0−iϑ,k(y) logk x
)
xi(σ0−iϑ),
and we have
θu˜ =
( mσ0∑
k=0
cσ0,k(y) log
k x
)
xiσ0 . (6.6)
The main result of this section concerns the existence of sectors of minimal growth for closed
extensions of a c-elliptic cone operator A. Recall that a sector
Λ= {λ ∈ C: λ= reiθ for r  0, θ ∈ R, |θ − θ0| a}
with θ0 ∈ R and a > 0, is called a sector of minimal growth for the extension
AD :D ⊂ x−m/2L2b(M;E)→ x−m/2L2b(M;E)
if for λ ∈Λ with |λ|>R sufficiently large,
AD − λ :D→ x−m/2L2b(M;E)
is invertible, and the resolvent (AD − λ)−1 satisfies the equivalent norm estimates∥∥(AD − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b) =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞,∥∥(AD − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b,Dmax) =O(1) as |λ| → ∞. (6.7)
Analogously, we call Λ a sector of minimal growth for A∧,D∧ if
A∧,D∧ − λ :D∧ → x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)
is invertible for large |λ| > 0 in Λ, and the inverse satisfies the equivalent estimates
∥∥(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b) =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞,∥∥(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b,Dmax) =O(1) as |λ| → ∞. (6.8)
Theorem 6.9. Let A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E) be c-elliptic with parameter in Λ. Let D ⊂
x−m/2L2b(M;E) be a domain such that AD is closed and letD∧ be the associated domain defined
via (6.2). Assume that Λ is a sector of minimal growth for the extension A∧,D∧ . Then Λ is a sec-
tor of minimal growth for the operator AD . Moreover, the resolvent of AD satisfies the equation
(AD − λ)−1 = B(λ)+ (AD − λ)−1Π(λ) (6.10)
with the parametrix B(λ) and the projection Π(λ) from Theorem 5.29.
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tions on A∧. For more details see [7].
Proposition 6.11. IfD∧ is κ-invariant, then the invertibility of A∧,D∧ −λ for λ ∈Λ with |λ|>R
implies the invertibility of A∧,D∧ − λ for all λ ∈ Λ \ {0}, and Λ is a sector of minimal growth
for A∧,D∧ .
Proposition 6.12. If Λ is a sector of minimal growth for the operator A∧ with domain D∧, then
Λ is also a sector of minimal growth for A∧ with domain κD∧ for any  > 0. In particular, the
resolvent B,∧(λ) of A∧,κD∧ satisfies
B,∧(λ) = −mκ
(
A∧,D∧ − −mλ
)−1
κ−1 .
In general, the norm estimates (6.8) are not easy to check. However, the following proposition
shows that this resolvent condition only needs to be verified for the projection of (A∧,D∧ − λ)−1
onto the finite-dimensional space E˜∧,max =D∧,max/D∧,min.
Proposition 6.13. Let A be c-elliptic with parameter in Λ. The sector Λ is a sector of minimal
growth for A∧,D∧ if and only if
A∧,D∧ − λ :D∧ → x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)
is invertible for large |λ| > 0, and the inverse satisfies the estimate∥∥κ−1|λ|1/mq∧(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b,E˜∧,max) =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞. (6.14)
Here q∧ :D∧,max → E˜∧,max denotes the canonical projection.
Proof. We first observe that the κ-homogeneity of A∧ implies
A∧κ−1|λ|1/m(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1 = κ−1|λ|1/m |λ|−1A∧(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1
as operators in (x−m/2L2b). Using this identity and the fact that κ is an isometry in
(x−m/2L2b), one can easily see that the estimates (6.8) are equivalent to∥∥κ−1|λ|1/m(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b,D∧,max) =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞, (6.15)
and therefore (6.14) holds. Note that κq∧ = q∧κ .
Conversely, assume that we have (6.14). Let B∧(λ) be the principal part of the para-
metrix B(λ) from Theorem 5.29. Then, for λ ∈ Λ \ {0}, we have
1 −B∧(λ)(A∧ − λ) = 0 on D∧,min,
and we may write
(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1 = B∧(λ)+
(
1 −B∧(λ)(A∧ − λ)
)
q∧(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1
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and m, respectively, we have the identities
κ−1|λ|1/mB∧(λ) = |λ|−1B∧
(
λ
|λ|
)
κ−1|λ|1/m,
κ−1|λ|1/m(A∧ − λ)= |λ|
(
A∧ − λ|λ|
)
κ−1|λ|1/m,
which imply
κ−1|λ|1/m(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1 = |λ|−1B∧
(
λ
|λ|
)
κ−1|λ|1/m
+
(
1 −B∧
(
λ
|λ|
)(
A∧ − λ|λ|
))
κ−1|λ|1/mq∧(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1.
Passing to the norm in (x−m/2L2b,D∧,max) and using (6.14) we obtain (6.15) which is equiva-
lent to the estimates (6.8). 
For the proof of Theorem 6.9 we need further ingredients. First of all, using the operator θ
defined via (6.5) and (6.6), we now define on E˜max the group action
κ˜ = θ−1κθ for  > 0. (6.16)
We may write κ˜ = κL , where
L = κ−1 θ−1κθ : E˜max → C∞
(
˚Y∧;E)
is the direct sum of the operators L|E˜σ0 given by
Lu˜=
N(σ0)∑
ϑ=0
−ϑeσ0,ϑ ()(θu˜) for u˜ ∈ E˜σ0, (6.17)
where eσ0,ϑ () is defined as
eσ0,ϑ () = ϑκ−1 eσ0,ϑκ : E˜∧,σ0 → C∞
(
˚Y∧;E).
In particular, eσ0,0()(u˜)= u˜ for all  ∈ R+ and u˜ ∈ E˜∧,σ0 .
Lemma 6.18.
(i) For every ψ ∈ E˜∧,σ0 and every ϑ ∈ {0, . . . ,N(σ0)} there exists a polynomial qϑ(y, logx,
log) in (logx, log) with coefficients in C∞(Y ;E) such that
eσ0,ϑ ()(ψ) = qϑ(y, logx, log)xi(σ0−iϑ), (6.19)
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independent of σ0 ∈Σ , ψ ∈ E˜∧,σ0 , and ϑ ∈ {0, . . . ,N(σ0)}.
(ii) Let ω ∈ C∞0 (R+) be any cut-off function near the origin, i.e., ω = 1 near zero and ω = 0
near infinity. Then the operator family
ω(L − θ) : E˜max →K∞,−m/2
(
Y∧;E)
satisfies for every s ∈ R the norm estimate
∥∥ω(L − θ)∥∥(E˜max,Ks,−m/2) =O(−1 logμ ) as  → ∞,
where μ ∈ N0 is the bound for the degrees of the polynomials qϑ in (i), and Ks,−m/2(Y∧;E)
is the weighted Sobolev space defined in Section 2.
Proof. As Σ is a finite set and all spaces E˜∧,σ0 are finite-dimensional, it suffices to show that
(6.19) holds for a basis of E˜∧,σ0 . We pick a basis {ψ0, . . . ,ψK} ⊂ E˜∧,σ0 which is a Jordan basis for
the infinitesimal generator (m/2+x∂x) of the group κ|E˜∧,σ0 ∈(E˜∧,σ0). Recall that E˜∧,max is κ-
invariant, and so are necessarily all the spaces E˜∧,σ0 . Note that the only eigenvalue of (m/2+x∂x)
on E˜∧,σ0 is m/2 + iσ0.
Consequently, for each j we may write
κψj = m/2+iσ0
K∑
k=0
pjk(log)ψk,
where pjk is a polynomial, and thus
eσ0,ϑ ()(ψj ) = ϑκ−1 eσ0,ϑ (κψj ) =
K∑
k=0
pjk(log)i(σ0−iϑ)m/2κ−1 eσ0,ϑ (ψk).
Every eσ0,ϑ (ψk) is a singular function of the form
(m(k)σ0−iϑ∑
ν=0
c
(k)
σ0−iϑ,ν(y) log
ν x
)
xi(σ0−iϑ),
and so
i(σ0−iϑ)m/2κ−1 eσ0,ϑ (ψk) =
(m(k)σ0−iϑ∑
ν=0
c
(k)
σ0−iϑ,ν(y)(logx − log)ν
)
xi(σ0−iϑ).
Hence (i) is proved.
For the proof of (ii) note that according to (6.17) and (i), we have for u˜ ∈ E˜σ0
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N(σ0)∑
ϑ=1
−ϑeσ0,ϑ ()(θu˜)
= −1
N(σ0)∑
ϑ=1
1−ϑωqϑ(y, logx, log)xi(σ0−iϑ),
and consequently ∥∥ω(L − θ)u˜∥∥Ks,−m/2  const · (−1 logμ )
for  1, which then in fact holds for all u˜ ∈ E˜max. As
ω(L − θ) : E˜max →Ks,−m/2
(
Y∧;E)
is continuous for every  > 0, we obtain (ii) from the Banach–Steinhaus theorem. 
Lemma 6.20. Fix a cut-off function ω ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) near 0. For   1 consider the operatorfamily
K˜() = ωκ˜ : E˜max →D∞max(A) =
⋂
t∈R
Dtmax(A),
where ω(x) = ω(x). If q :Dmax(A) → E˜max is the canonical projection, then
q ◦ K˜() = κ˜,
and we have the norm estimates
∥∥K˜()∥∥
(E˜max,x−m/2L2b) =O(1) as  → ∞, (6.21)∥∥K˜()∥∥
(E˜max,Dmax) =O
(
m
)
as  → ∞. (6.22)
Moreover, for every t ∈ R there exists Mt ∈ R such that∥∥K˜()∥∥
(E˜max,Dtmax) =O
(
Mt
)
as  → ∞. (6.23)
Proof. That K˜() is a lift of κ˜ to D∞max(A) is evident from the definition. In order to show the
norm estimates, it is sufficient to consider for each σ0 ∈Σ the restriction
K˜σ0() = K˜()|E˜σ0 : E˜σ0 →D
∞
max(A)
and prove the estimates for this operator. Recall that κ˜ = κL so that for u˜ ∈ E˜σ0 we have
K˜σ0()u˜ = κ(ωLu˜). On the other hand, by Lemma 6.18, ωL → ωθ in (E˜max, x−m/2L2b) as
 → ∞, so the family ωL is uniformly bounded for  1. Thus∥∥K˜σ0()u˜∥∥ −m/2 2  const · ∥∥κ(ωLu˜)∥∥ −m/2 2 ∧  const · ‖ωu˜‖Dmaxx Lb(M;E) x Lb(Y ;E)
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κ is an isometry in x−m/2L2b . Finally, the above estimate gives (6.21).
For proving (6.22) we need to show that
∥∥AK˜σ0()∥∥(E˜σ0 ,x−m/2L2b) =O(m) as  → ∞.
Thus we will prove that there exists a constant C > 0, independent of u˜ ∈ E˜σ0 and   1, such
that
∥∥A(κ(ωLu˜))∥∥x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E)  Cm‖ωu˜‖Dmax .
To this end we split A near the boundary as in (6.3) and use (6.17) to obtain
A
(
κ(ωLu˜)
)
=
(
x−m
m−1∑
k=0
Pkx
k
)
κ(ωLu˜)+ P˜mκ(ωLu˜)
= mκ
(
x−m
m−1∑
k=0
−kPkxk
)(
ω
N(σ0)∑
j=0
−jeσ0,j ()(θu˜)
)
+ P˜mκ(ωLu˜)
=
2m−2∑
ϑ=0
m−ϑκ
(
x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)(
ωeσ0,j ()(θu˜)
))+ P˜mκ(ωLu˜) (6.24)
with the convention that eσ0,j ()= 0 for j > N(σ0).
For every ϑ ∈ {0, . . . ,2m− 2} we consider the family of linear maps
u˜ → x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)(
ωeσ0,j ()(θu˜)
)
: E˜σ0 → x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E). (6.25)
We will prove that (6.25) is well defined, i.e., every u˜ ∈ E˜σ0 is indeed mapped into x−m/2L2b(Y∧;
E), and that the operator norm of each map is bounded by a constant times logμ  as  → ∞
with μ as in Lemma 6.18. Then, for every ϑ ∈ {1, . . . ,2m− 2},
∥∥∥∥m−ϑκ
(
x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)(
ωeσ0,j ()(θu˜)
))∥∥∥∥
x−m/2L2b
 const · (m−ϑ logμ )‖ωu˜‖Dmax ,
while for ϑ = 0,
mκx
−mP0ωeσ0,0()(θu˜) = mκA∧ω(θu˜) =A∧κ(ωθu˜), (6.26)
so for this term we have a norm estimate without log.
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C∞0 (R+) such that for all u˜ ∈ E˜σ0 ,
x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)(
ω eσ0,j ()(θu˜)
)
= ω˜x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)
eσ0,j ()(θu˜)
+ ϕ˜x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)
ϕeσ0,j ()(θu˜). (6.27)
Using Lemma 6.18 we get that the second sum in (6.27) is a polynomial in log of degree at
most μ with coefficients in x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E). As both A(κ(ωLu˜)) and P˜m(κ(ωLu˜)) belong
to x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E), we get from Eqs. (6.24) and (6.27) that necessarily
x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)(
ω eσ0,j ()(θu˜)
) ∈ x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E)
for all  ∈ R+ and all u˜ ∈ E˜σ0 , and, moreover, that
ω˜x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)
eσ0,j ()(θu˜) = 0
for σ0 − ϑ −m/2. Observe that these functions are actually of the form
ω˜
(∑
ν
cσ0−i(ϑ−m),ν(y) logν x
)
xi(σ0−i(ϑ−m)).
For σ0 − ϑ < −m/2 every single summand ω˜x−m(Pkxk)eσ0,j ()(θu˜) clearly belongs to
x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E), and by Lemma 6.18 it is a polynomial in log of degree at most μ with
coefficients in x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E).
Summing up, we have shown that for every u˜ ∈ E˜σ0 the function
x−m
∑
k+j=ϑ
0k,jm−1
(
Pkx
k
)(
ω eσ0,j ()(θu˜)
)
is a polynomial in log of degree at most μ with coefficients in x−m/2L2b(Y∧;E). The desired
norm estimates for (6.25) follow from the Banach–Steinhaus theorem.
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∥∥P˜mκ(ωLu˜)∥∥x−m/2L2b =
∥∥κ−1 P˜mκ(ωLu˜)∥∥x−m/2L2b

∥∥ω0κ−1 P˜mκω1∥∥(Km,−m/2,x−m/2L2b)‖ωLu˜‖Km,−m/2
for cut-off functions ω0,ω1 ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) with ω ≺ ω1 ≺ ω0. Lemma 6.18 implies
‖ωLu˜‖Km,−m/2  const · ‖ωu˜‖Dmax ,
so ∥∥P˜mκ(ωLu˜)∥∥x−m/2L2b  const · ‖ωu˜‖Dmax
since ‖ω0κ−1 P˜mκω1‖(Km,−m/2,x−m/2L2b) =O(1) as  → ∞. Thus (6.22) is proved.
Finally, an inspection of the proof reveals that for t ∈ R we obtain
∥∥K˜()∥∥
(E˜max,x−m/2Htb) =O
(‖κ‖(Kt,−m/2)) as  → ∞,∥∥K˜()∥∥
(E˜max,Dtmax) =O
(
m‖κ‖(Kt,−m/2)
)
as  → ∞,
and consequently (6.23) follows because the norm ‖κ‖(Kt,−m/2) behaves polynomially as
 → ∞. 
Proof of Theorem 6.9. Fix some complement Emax of Dmin in Dmax and let E ⊂ Emax be a
subspace such that D =Dmin ⊕ E . With respect to this decomposition the operator AD − λ can
be written as
(AD − λ)=
(
(A− λ)|Dmin (A− λ)|E
)
:
Dmin
⊕
E
→ x−m/2L2b(M;E).
Let d ′′ = dimE . Under the ellipticity condition on A−λ and the injectivity of A∧ −λ on D∧,min
we already proved in Theorem 5.34 the existence of a parametrix B(λ) of A− λ on Dmin and a
generalized Green remainder (0 K(λ)) of order m such that
(
(A− λ)|Dmin K(λ)
)
:
Dmin
⊕
C
d ′′
→ x−m/2L2b(M;E)
is invertible for λ sufficiently large with inverse
(
(A− λ)|Dmin K(λ)
)−1 = (B(λ)
T (λ)
)
, (6.28)
where
( 0
T (λ)
)
is a generalized Green remainder of order −m. Since
I =
(
B(λ)
T (λ)
)(
(A− λ)|Dmin K(λ)
)= (B(λ)(A− λ)|Dmin B(λ)K(λ)
T (λ)(A− λ)| T (λ)K(λ)
)
,Dmin
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B(λ)
T (λ)
)(
(A− λ)|Dmin (A− λ)|E
)= (1 B(λ)(A− λ)|E0 T (λ)(A− λ)|E
)
(6.29)
which implies that ((A− λ)|Dmin (A− λ)|E ) is invertible if and only if
F(λ) = T (λ)(A− λ) :E → Cd ′′ (6.30)
is invertible. Moreover, we get the explicit representation
(AD − λ)−1 = B(λ)+
(
1 −B(λ)(A− λ))F(λ)−1T (λ), (6.31)
and (6.10) follows from Corollary 5.37.
As F(λ) and 1 − B(λ)(A − λ) vanish on Dmin for large λ, they descend to operators
F(λ) : E˜max → Cd ′′ and 1 − B(λ)(A − λ) : E˜max → Dmax. If E˜ = D/Dmin, then the invertibility
of (6.30) is equivalent to the invertibility of
F(λ) : E˜ → Cd ′′,
and in this case, (6.31) still makes sense in this context.
Let q :Dmax → E˜max be the canonical projection. The resolvent (AD − λ)−1 and F(λ)−1:
Cd
′′ → E˜max are related by the formulas
F(λ)−1 = q(AD − λ)−1K(λ) :Cd ′′ → E˜max,
q(AD − λ)−1 = F(λ)−1T (λ) :x−m/2L2b → E˜max
in view of T (λ)K(λ) = 1, cf. (6.28).
Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.9 we will prove that F(λ) : E˜ → Cd ′′ is invertible for
large λ, and that the inverse satisfies the estimate
∥∥κ˜−1[λ]1/mF (λ)−1∥∥(Cd′′ ,E˜max) =O(1) as |λ| → ∞. (6.32)
Observe that the parametrix construction from Theorem 5.34 gives the relation
(
(A∧ − λ)|D∧,min K∧(λ)
)−1 = (B∧(λ)
T∧(λ)
)
for the κ-homogeneous principal parts of (6.28). Thus with the same reasoning as above we
conclude that
A∧ − λ :D∧ → x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E)
is invertible if and only if the restriction of the induced operator
F∧(λ) = T∧(λ)(A∧ − λ) : E˜∧,max → Cd ′′
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the relations
F∧(λ)−1 = q∧(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1K∧(λ) :Cd
′′ → E˜∧,max,
q∧(A∧,D∧ − λ)−1 = F∧(λ)−1T∧(λ) :x−m/2L2b → E˜∧,max,
and Proposition 6.13, we deduce that our assumption on A∧ is equivalent to∥∥κ−1|λ|1/mF∧(λ)−1∥∥(Cd′′ ,E˜∧,max) =O(1) as |λ| → ∞. (6.33)
Note that ‖K∧(λ)‖ =O(|λ|) and ‖T∧(λ)‖ =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞ when considered as operators
C
d ′′ → x−m/2L2b and x−m/2L2b → Cd
′′
, respectively.
Write the operator F(λ)θ−1F∧(λ)−1 :Cd
′′ → Cd ′′ as
F(λ)θ−1F∧(λ)−1 = 1 +
(
F(λ)− F∧(λ)θ
)
κ˜|λ|1/mθ−1κ−1|λ|1/mF∧(λ)
−1,
and let
R(λ) = (F(λ)− F∧(λ)θ)κ˜|λ|1/mθ−1κ−1|λ|1/mF∧(λ)−1.
We will prove in Lemma 6.34 that
∥∥(F(λ)− F∧(λ)θ)κ˜|λ|1/m∥∥(E˜max,Cd′′ ) → 0 as |λ| → ∞.
Thus together with (6.33) we obtain that ‖R(λ)‖ → 0 as |λ| → ∞. Hence 1 +R(λ) is invertible
for large |λ| > 0, and the inverse is of the form 1 + R˜(λ) with ‖R˜(λ)‖ → 0 as |λ| → ∞. This
shows that F(λ) : E˜ → Cd ′′ is invertible from the right for large λ, and by (6.33) the right-inverse
θ−1F∧(λ)−1(1 + R˜(λ)) satisfies the estimate (6.32). Since
dim E˜ = dim E˜∧ = d ′′,
we conclude that F(λ) is also injective, hence the invertibility of F(λ) is proved. In particular,
the operator
AD − λ :D→ x−m/2L2b(M;E)
is invertible for large λ. It remains to show the estimates (6.7).
In order to prove (6.7) we make use of the family K˜() from Lemma 6.20 and the representa-
tion (6.31) of the resolvent. Thus we may write
(AD − λ)−1 = B(λ)+
(
1 −B(λ)(A− λ))K˜(|λ|1/m)κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)−1T (λ)
= B(λ)+ K˜(|λ|1/m)κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)−1T (λ)
−B(λ)(A− λ)K˜(|λ|1/m)κ˜−11/mF (λ)−1T (λ).|λ|
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(x−m/2L2b,Cd
′′
)
=O(|λ|−1)
and (6.32) we further obtain
∥∥κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)−1T (λ)∥∥(x−m/2L2b,E˜max) =O(|λ|−1) as |λ| → ∞,
and consequently, using (6.22) we get
∥∥K˜(|λ|1/m)κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)−1T (λ)∥∥(x−m/2L2b,Dmax) =O(1) as |λ| → ∞.
On the other hand, by (6.32) and the estimates (6.21) and (6.22) we have
∥∥(A− λ)K˜(|λ|1/m)κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)−1∥∥(Cd′′ ,x−m/2L2b) =O(|λ|) as |λ| → ∞.
In view of ‖B(λ)‖(x−m/2L2b,Dmax) = O(1) and ‖T (λ)‖(x−m/2L2b,Cd′′ ) = O(|λ|
−1), we conclude
that, as |λ| → ∞,
∥∥B(λ)(A− λ)K˜(|λ|1/m)κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)−1T (λ)∥∥(x−m/2L2b,Dmax) =O(1).
Summing up, we have proved
∥∥(AD − λ)−1∥∥(x−m/2L2b,Dmax) =O(1) as |λ| → ∞,
and the estimates (6.7) follow. 
The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 6.9.
Lemma 6.34. With the notation of the proof of Theorem 6.9, let
F(λ) = T (λ)(A− λ) : E˜max → Cd ′′ ,
F∧(λ) = T∧(λ)(A∧ − λ) : E˜∧,max → Cd ′′ .
Then
∥∥(F(λ)− F∧(λ)θ)κ˜|λ|1/m∥∥(E˜max,Cd′′ ) → 0 as |λ| → ∞. (6.35)
Proof. For proving (6.35) it is sufficient to consider the restrictions
(
F(λ)− F∧(λ)θ
)
κ˜|λ|1/m : E˜σ0 → Cd
′′
for all σ0 ∈Σ . First of all, observe that
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(|λ|1/m), and
F∧(λ)θκ˜|λ|1/m = F∧(λ)κ|λ|1/mθ = T∧(λ)(A∧ − λ)κ|λ|1/mωθ
with the operator family K˜() = ω(x)κ˜ from Lemma 6.20. If ω0 ∈ C∞0 ([0,1)) is a cut-off
function near zero with ω ≺ ω0, then
(
F(λ)− F∧(λ)θ
)
κ˜|λ|1/m = T (λ)(A− λ)K˜
(|λ|1/m)− T∧(λ)(A∧ − λ)κ|λ|1/mωθ
= T (λ)ω0(A− λ)K˜
(|λ|1/m)− T∧(λ)ω0(A∧ − λ)κ|λ|1/mωθ
= T (λ)ω0
(
(A− λ)K˜(|λ|1/m)− (A∧ − λ)κ|λ|1/mωθ)
+ (T (λ)− T∧(λ))ω0(A∧ − λ)κ|λ|1/mωθ
= T (λ)ω0
(
AK˜
(|λ|1/m)−A∧κ|λ|1/mωθ)
− T (λ)ω0λ
(
K˜
(|λ|1/m)− κ|λ|1/mωθ)
+ (T (λ)− T∧(λ))ω0(A∧ − λ)κ|λ|1/mωθ.
By (6.24), (6.26), and Lemma 6.18 it follows that the norm of
AK˜
(|λ|1/m)−A∧κ|λ|1/mωθ =AK˜(|λ|1/m)− |λ|κ|λ|1/mA∧ωθ
and
λ
(
K˜
(|λ|1/m)− κ|λ|1/mωθ)= λκ|λ|1/mω(L|λ|1/m − θ)
in (E˜σ0 , x−m/2L2b) are both O(|λ|1−1/m logμ |λ|) as |λ| → ∞. Finally, because of the norm es-
timates ‖T (λ)ω0‖ =O(|λ|−1), ‖(A∧ −λ)κ|λ|1/mωθ‖ =O(|λ|), and also ‖(T (λ)−T∧(λ))ω0‖ =
O(|λ|−1−1/m) as |λ| → ∞, the lemma follows. 
Finally, we want to point out that under the assumptions of Theorem 6.9 we get the existence
of the resolvent with polynomial bounds for the norm also for closed extensions in Sobolev
spaces of arbitrary smoothness.
Theorem 6.36. Let A ∈ x−m Diffmb (M;E) be c-elliptic with parameter in Λ ⊂ C, and let Ds ⊂
x−m/2Hsb (M;E) be a domain such that ADs is closed. Assume that Λ is a sector of minimal
growth for the closed extension A∧,D0∧ of A∧ in x−m/2L2b , where D0∧ ⊂ x−m/2L2b is the domain
associated with D0 according to (6.2). Then for λ ∈ Λ sufficiently large,
ADs − λ :Ds → x−m/2Hsb (M;E)
is invertible and the resolvent satisfies the equation
(ADs − λ)−1 = B(λ)+ (ADs − λ)−1Π(λ)
with the parametrix B(λ) and the projection Π(λ) from Theorem 5.29. Moreover, for every s ∈ R
there exists M(s) ∈ R such that
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Proof. We know from Proposition 3.12 that the spectrum does not depend on the regularity
s ∈ R. Consequently, from Theorem 6.9 we obtain the existence of the resolvent (ADs − λ)−1
for large λ.
Moreover, as in the proof of Theorem 6.9 we may write
(ADs − λ)−1 = B(λ)+
(
1 −B(λ)(A− λ))K˜(|λ|1/m)κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)−1T (λ).
According to what we have proved in this and the previous section we obtain that the norms of
all operators
B(λ) :x−m/2Hsb →Dsmax, T (λ) :x−m/2Hsb → Cd
′′
, κ˜−1|λ|1/mF (λ)
−1 :Cd ′′ → E˜max,
K˜
(|λ|1/m) : E˜max →Dsmax, (1 −B(λ)(A− λ)) :Dsmax →Dsmax
behave polynomially as |λ| → ∞. This proves the theorem. 
Appendix A. Invertibility of Fredholm families
The theorem of this section is essential for the existence of extra conditions in order to make
the family A∧ − λ invertible on the model cone Y∧. The main application of Theorem A.1
concerns the Fredholm family
a(λ) =A∧ − λ :Dmin(A∧) → x−m/2L2b
(
Y∧;E),
where λ ∈Ω = {z ∈Λ: |z| = 1} (see also Corollary A.3).
Theorem A.1 is rather standard and widely used throughout the literature. However, since
several of our key arguments in the parametrix construction given in Theorem 5.34 rely on this
result, we decide to give here an independent proof.
Theorem A.1. Let Ω be a compact connected space (C∞-manifold), and let a :Ω →(H1,H2)
be a continuous (smooth) Fredholm family in the Hilbert bundles H1 and H2. Then there exist
(smooth) vector bundles J−, J+ ∈ Vect(Ω) and continuous (smooth) sections t, k, q such that
(
a k
t q
)
:Ω →
⎛
⎝H1⊕
J−
,
H2
⊕
J+
⎞
⎠
is a family of isomorphisms. The difference [J+] − [J−] ∈ K(Ω) equals the index indK(a) of a.
If a is onto or one-to-one, we can choose J− = 0 or J+ = 0, respectively. If Ω is contractible,
then we have J± = CN± with N± ∈ N0.
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{s1(x), . . . , sN(x)(x)} forms a basis of a complement of rg(a(x)) in H2. Define
kx :Ω →
(
C
N(x),H2
)
,
⎛
⎝ c1...
cN(x)
⎞
⎠ → N(x)∑
j=1
cj sj .
It follows that
(
a(x) kx(x)
)
:
H1
⊕
C
N(x)
→H2
is surjective and so (a kx) is surjective in an open neighborhood U(x) ⊂ Ω . Let Ω =⋃M
k=1 U(xk) be a covering of Ω by such neighborhoods and set
k = ( kx1 . . . kxM ) :Ω →
(
M⊕
k=1
C
N(xk),H2
)
.
Then
(
a(x) k(x)
)
:
H1
⊕
C
N−
→H2
is surjective for all x ∈Ω , where N− =∑Mk=1 N(xk).
So suppose without loss of generality that a(x) is a surjective Fredholm family. Then
dim kera(x) is independent of x and the disjoint union
J+ =
⊔
x∈Ω
kera(x)
is a locally trivial finite rank continuous (smooth) vector bundle. Let πx :H1 → J+ be the or-
thogonal projection. Then
(
a
π
)
:H1 →
H2
⊕
J+
is invertible.
If a is pointwise injective, we obtain from the above argument, applied to a∗, that we may
choose J+ = 0. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark A.2. Let H1,H2 be Hilbert spaces and let
(
a k
t q
)
:Ω →
⎛
⎝ H1⊕
CN−
,
H2
⊕
CN+
⎞
⎠
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be dense subspaces. Then we can modify t and k such that
k ∈ C∞(Ω)⊗ (CN−)∗ ⊗D2 and t ∈ C∞(Ω)⊗D′1 ⊗ CN+ .
Corollary A.3. Let Λ be a closed sector in C as defined in Section 5. Let H1 and H2 be
Hilbert spaces with strongly continuous groups {κ}∈R+ and {κ˜}∈R+ , and let a ∈ C∞(Λ \
{0},(H1,H2)) be a Fredholm family that satisfies
a
(
dλ
)= μκ˜a(λ)κ−1
for every  > 0, where d ∈ N0 and μ ∈ R are given numbers. Then there exist t , k, and q such
that
(
a k
t q
)
∈ C∞
⎛
⎝Λ \ {0},
⎛
⎝ H1⊕
C
N−
,
H2
⊕
C
N+
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
is pointwise an isomorphism, and it satisfies
(
a(dλ) k(dλ)
t (dλ) q(dλ)
)
= μ
(
κ˜ 0
0 1
)(
a(λ) k(λ)
t (λ) q(λ)
)(
κ−1 0
0 1
)
for every  > 0. If a is onto or one-to-one, then we may choose N− = 0 or N+ = 0, respectively.
Proof. Let Ω = {z ∈ Λ: |z| = 1} and let aˆ = a|Ω . According to Theorem A.1 there exist tˆ , kˆ,
and qˆ such that the operator function
(
aˆ kˆ
tˆ qˆ
)
∈ C∞
⎛
⎝Ω,
⎛
⎝ H1⊕
CN−
,
H2
⊕
CN+
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
is pointwise bijective and we may choose N− = 0 or N+ = 0 provided that a is everywhere
surjective or injective, respectively. We will be done if we can show that the extension by κ-
homogeneity
(
a(λ) k(λ)
t (λ) q(λ)
)
= |λ|μ/d
(
κ˜|λ|1/d 0
0 1
)(
aˆ( λ|λ| ) kˆ(
λ
|λ| )
tˆ( λ|λ| ) qˆ(
λ
|λ| )
)(
κ−1|λ|1/d 0
0 1
)
(A.4)
for λ ∈ Λ \ {0} depends smoothly on λ; note that the group actions are assumed to be only
strongly continuous.
In fact, q is clearly C∞ and a was assumed to be smooth. Thus we only have to check the
smoothness of t and k. According to Remark A.2 we may take kˆ ∈ C∞(Ω)⊗ (CN−)∗ ⊗D2 and
tˆ ∈ C∞(Ω)⊗D′1 ⊗CN+ , where D′1 ⊂H ′1 is the space of C∞-elements of the dual group action{κ ′} on H ′1, and D2 is the space of C∞-elements of the group action {κ˜} on H2. With these
choices the operator function defined in (A.4) is smooth, as desired. 
J.B. Gil et al. / Journal of Functional Analysis 241 (2006) 1–55 55Remark A.5. In our applications the group action involved is always the dilation group defined
in (2.7). The space of compactly supported smooth functions is then an admissible choice for the
spaces D′1 and D2 in the proof of Corollary A.3 (see also Remark A.2).
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